


H. H. Van Loan, coronaty
ping a scenario in the fastness
of the Sierra Madre Moun
tains of Southern California.

Miss Margaret Trimmingham, Los Angeles
photoplay writer, carries her Corona into the
country, where she finds her best inspiration.

All •scenarIOS
must be typewritten

Inc.

. Corona Typewriter Co., Inc.
Groton, New York

Send me your interesting

booklet No. 29 about Corona.

Address --- ---.: --- ---.------ .

Narne --- --- ---.

CORONA TYPEWRITER CO.,
129 MAIN STREET

GROTON, N. Y.

Best of all, Corona only co·sts $50
(with case) and you can now purchase
or rent one for small monthly pay
ments.

Mail the cou
(pon now for
our free book
let and full
part/icular!> of
our easy pay
ment plan.

Send for the boolclet that tells about Corona, the 'little six-and-a
half-pound machine that has helped so many authors to success

YOUR success or failure as a Corona weights only 6!jz pounds, and
photoplay writer may depend on when folded (a patented feature) it

the neatness of your scenarios. fits snugly in a neat, smart traveling
case.If you begin right by getting a

Corona and learning to do neat, beauti
ful coronatyping, you will have taken
an important step toward the fulfill
ing of your ambition.

Don't make the mistake of getting a
"heavy" machine, which you can-
not take with you when you
travel.
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'LEGAL SERVICE BUREAU
Palmer' Photoplay Corporation

[t8Jl
The Palmer Photoplay Corporation announces the inauguration of
a Legal Service Bureau, to be operated in the interests of students
of its Department of Education, and established authors.

Competent and adequate legal !5ervice, designed not. only to fully
protect authors' legal rights but to enable them to obtain United
States copyright on scenario material, is now available to members
of this bureau. ,. ,

The .Legal Service Bureau is under the personal supervision and
direction of a nationally known attorney of twenty-five years' expe
rience, and especially equipped with a thorough knowledge of the
varied phases of Motion Picture activity from the writing of scen-
arios to ,the exploitation of the finished product. .,

--1

A booklet descriptive of the service will be mailed. upon request.
Address Legal Service Bureau, Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
533 1. W. Hellman Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

DRAMATIC EDITORS
How often are you "stuck" for fillers?
Is the film News supplied you authentic?
Would you like the news of all studio activities?
Are you able to answer any question concerning picture people?
The "inside dope:" 'Nhat the actors are really doing today. Supply your readers

with "live wire" news.
Tell them the big problems and the little jests.
How to copyright and sell scenarios.
The Pulse of the Studio-where to find film people.
The big pictures being released and under construction. "ROASTS" of the

mediocre ones.
These are but a few of the facts so indispensable to dramatic critics and editors.
Supplied every weekby' '

CAMERA!
The Digest of the Motion Picture Industry

(Not in general circulation)
UNBIASED INDEPENDENT

EDITORS SUPPLY DEPT.,
CAMERA!
4513 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.

Enclosed find $2.50 for which please send Camera! to my address for one year.
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"The Truth About Hollywood"
An Appeal to the American Public for Justice and Fair Play

for the Motion Picture Profession'
By Alfred H ustwick

Of The Screen Writers' Guild

A
CAMPAIGN of calumny against the people who are engaged in the mo
tion picture industry is now being waged throughout the United States by
newspapers and magazines which are willing to ignore facts and publish

lies for the sake of obtaining more circulation.

YOU-the people for whom motion pictures are made-the people who find in
motion pictures your chief form of entertainment-the people in whose hands rests
the fate of the motion picture art an'd industry-you are being deliberately misled
into a belief that ,motion picture people are sunk in a morass of immorality, that
Hollywood~the community in which most motion picture people live-is a sink of
iniquity. .

Two unfortunate occurrences, affecting two prominent people in the motion
picture world, have been basely exploited by mendacious space-writers, by yellow
journals, by unprincipled niagazine publishers, as an excuse to pander to the low
est curiosity of the mass mind. This sensational and unspeakable publicity threat
ens the very existence of the motion picture industry. Only calm refusal to believe
the lurid stories presented to you, only the exercise of your common-sense and your
sense of justice, only a deliberate decision upon YOU1' part to await p1'oof before
swallowing the wil'd fiction served up to you, only yo'ur good sense and fairness 'can
prevent irreparable damage being done' to the motion picture art and industry and
to the vast army of its workers who are being condemned without a hearing.

"Truth is mighty and will prevail!"

The truth about the motion picture people and Hollywood is what you want to
know. It will reach you-but slowly, and against opposition. Sin in any form
real or imaginary-is news. Virtue is not news-it is not even always "its own re
ward."

Will you 'believe that we, the 60,000 workers in the motion pictures in Cali
fornia, are as respectable, as law-abidin g, as home-loving as jlOU are? Will you
believe that Hollywood has less crime than any 'city even twice its size in America?
That Hollywood, where most of us live, has more schools and more teal home life
than any other city of its size in America? That such ,immorality and degeneracy
as exists in the motion picture world is confined to an almost negligible number of

5
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b;ld characters, as few in proportion to the whole number engaged as 10 any other
business or profession?

These are just a few facts and the proof of them is a matter of public record.
Remember these facts-withhold judgment until you learn the truth. It will be
published for you before long-by fair-minded newspapers and magazines that are
conducting impartial investigations; by social and civiC organizations that are com
piling facts; and by the motion picture people in a body who intend to defend
their names and reputations, their art and their industry, through the medium
of this screen.

The serious situation of the motion picture art, the motion picture industry and
the people who earn their livelihood from the pictures. standing at the bar of pub
lic opinion, tried and condemned without hearing by a scandal-loving press, rep'
resented by divided counsels, and in grave danger from a lawless mob of so-called
"reformers"-this was the picture painted in these 'columns last month. The sug
gestion was made that the Screen W.riters' Guild, as the only really articulate
branch of the motion picture industry, should shoulder the burden of clearing the
defendants of the preposterous charges brought against them by the panderers of
the daily and periodical press, by pr.urient preachers and professional propagandi:ts.

The Whirlwind

In this article, which set forth these facts
and suggested immediate action, the editor
of this department referred to the damage
done by ill-considered publicity sent out from
studios, publicity which had fed the public
appetite for sensation, invested the "movies"
with an evil glamor, and started a wind of
envy, resentment- and even hatred which now
threatens to return as a whirlwind of public
condemnation. '

Four weeks after this article was written,
a week after it was published, even while the
Guild was at work organizing, a publicity
call1iPaign to correct the slanders hurled at
the industry and its people, the whirlwind
swept over the country towards Hollywood,
unroofing the motion picture edifice, scatter-

, ing our people in confusion, threatening per
manent damage to an institution which edu
cates and entertains the whole world. There
is no need to recite here the story of the
Taylor murder nor to deal at length with the
way the press of the country and the enemies
of picturedom have exploited it. It is suffi
cient to say that this tremendous whirlwind
of lies, slanders, libels and half-truths has
dazed the motion picture world, amazed the
public, and forever disgraced the press of
America.

Out of Evil
In the face of calamity, human nature,

generally speaking, reacts in a fairly consist
ent manner. First, confusion and al~rm; sec-
ond, a kind of hopeless calm; third, a never
failing manifestation of the primal instinct of
self-preservation, a will to Iive, a mental and

'physical activity in which the fighting spirit
of the species predominates. This cycle has

been followed in the motion picture world.

Sixty thousand people, condemned without a
hearing, villified and denounced in «' shame
£1.11 manner, have passed the stage of horri
fied surprise and hopeless bewilderment. The
truth about the motion picture people and
Hollywood, the home of the industry, will
now be told. The Screen Writers' Guild has
led the way. Already an enlarged publicity
committee is at work disseminating flacts
not attacking our assailants or threatening our
defamers, not covering up whatever of evil
exists in our ranks (and there is some evil
everywhere), but in a calm and constructive
manner this committee is using every legiti-
mate means to allay public e'xcitement, to
place the real facts before the people, to off
set the enormous damage that has been done

, by, our own iPublicists first, and the sensa
tion-mongers second.

"Out of evil cometh good." It is our hope
that good will come out of this evil campaign
of calumny. Virtue is not news, but virtue
wronged is news, and already the tide of re
action has set in. Newspapers which are
a'bove the "yellow" class have sent trained
writers, responsible people, to investigate the
facts. On this ebb-tide we may float to' a
victorious vindication. So long as the at
tacks upon the industry were spasmodic and
_sporadic, it was ,difficult to offset them. Now
that a general campaign of villification has
been conducted against us, the plain statis
tics that prove the motion picture people to
be decent, law-abiding, home-making and
home loving citizens are news. The oppor
tunity presents itself for the picture people
to clear their good name and correct the
silly impression of their lives and characters
which has been made by years -Of foolish and
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Elinor Glyn on "Preparation"
By Robert E. Hewes

ions of real dollars" 'and has seriously disor
ganized business, and the various ele
ments of the picture t>usiness united, at last,
by a common cause, there is tremendous
power back of the movement to give the pic
ture people a square deal. Sensational pub
licity will no longer "be sent from the studios,
exhibitors will refrain from advertising in
nocuous !pictures as if they were full of sex
sensation, newspapers will examine motion
picture "news" with a more critical eye, and
the public will learn, slowly but surely, that
the picture of a debauched industry and a
perverted Hollywood served up to them as
gospel trtithby the press is nothing more
than an insult to their intelligence and an in
sidious attempt to make them exchange their
dollars for dirt. The sensation-mongers are
having their day. Our turn is coming.
Whether the motion picture art and industry
will survive this mass attack depends u\pon
our patriotism, our ability to keep cool under
fire, and the genius of our generals.

(Editor's Note-The" foregoing article is so -vital and
ti'mely that it is being printed this nwnth in lieu of the
usual Guild Forum. In the coming issue under the cus
tomary depart'ment heading, Mr. Hustwick, in ,behalf of
the Screen Writers' Guild, will give fU/J-ther tmportant
infonnaUon regarding the movent-ent to combat tht: vic
iou.s, untrue attacks that have been- made upon the pteture
industry,)

her success, her high position in her pro
fession, is one of the hardest working
women I have ever met. She knows that
art means work, and does not believe that
great things in literature are dashed off
in the heat of inspiration without a back-
ground of real labor. "

"I am often asked," she told me, "how
with my first book, 'The Visits of Eliza
beth,' I achieved such a success. Ah, they
did not know that for twelve years I had
been preparing for literary work by in
tensive re"ading and study!"

Speaking of motion pictures, she says:
"It means hard work . hours and

days of preparation!"
And Madame Glyn is emphatic in

stressing that word preparation.
"We think the art of Pavlowa is won

derful," she said, "but it has been made
so by preparation. In drama, music,
dancing, whatever is art, there must be

preparation."
So, the substance of Elinor. Glyn's phil

osophy of the cinematic art seems to be
- preparation first, and inspiration
second.

ill-advised !publicity and by unprincipled tra
ducers.

Our Battle of the Marne
"If," as Mr. Kipling says, "we can keep our

heads when all about us are" losing theirs,"
if the calmer minds in the picture business
can work unlhampered by those hot-heads
whose indignation threatens to destroy their
fighting effectiveness, then the chances are
more than even that not only will good re
sult from a present evil but that, by good gen
eralship, the motion picture people may turn
an apparent disaster into a tremendous and
far-reaching success. Foch, before the M.arne,
held on in "the face of tremendous ()dds,
waiting, waiting, waiting-until the first sign
{)f weakness appeared in the enemy's attack.
Then, with rapier-like swiftness, he hurled his
battered forces forward and turned defeat in
to victory.

Now, with the better minds of the country
feeling that the picture industry can't be as
bad as painted, with the more sober news
papers realizing that the very life of the
fourth biggest industry has been endangered
solely to furnish salacious headlines, with the
financial powers awakening to the fact that
this outburst of idiotic scandal has cost mill-

I
F S h a k espeare

himself were
alive today and

should a t tern p t
translating his great
plays into motion
pictures without the
proper preparation
the mas t e r y of
screen technique and
of picture values-he
would fail."

.Elinor Glyn The s e words.
spoken to me by Eli

nor Glyn, I think, present very vividly the
secret that lies back of her cinematic suc
cess. She understands that first of all the'
thing means work.

Very often I hear someone aspiring to
success in photodramatic art declare:

"It is getting the first one across that
counts, after that it is easy!"

It may be easy if one continues to work,
but the necessity of combining that same
quality with ambition is forcibly brought
home to one by coming in cotItact with
noted writers. Madam Glyn, with all

'.
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The Screen Drama League
An Organization to Combat the Censor~hipEvil

Our 'Creed
1. To free screen drama from

the burdens of minority censorship,
political exploitation and the
emasculating influence of organ
ized propaganda.

2. To assure to the photodra
matist the same freedom of ex
pressaon accorded to authors, ar
tists and other creative workers.

3. To secure for the photodra-'
matist the right to submit his.'
work to 'the public unmutilated,
thereby assuring him a review by

, the majority, subject. only to
proper police regulations.

4. To support and -encourage
makers of .clean and w-orthy pic
tures, and to discourage the man
ufacturers of unworthy pictures, by
refusang patronage to them.

5. To encourage school, social
and parental supervision of chil
dr.en's film entertainment by select
ing for them those pictures which
are most suitable, thereby permit
ting the adult to enjoy the same
measure of reamsm on the screen
as has always been found in liter
ature and on the speaking stage,
and permitting the screening of
dramatic m1asterpieces without un
warranted expurgation of vital

- scenes. ' -
6. To use voice, pen, vote and

personal influenCle, so far as is pos
sible, in resisting not only cl~ss

legislairion against the screen but
also any legislation land propa
ganda seeking to impose upon any
creative art or medium of expres
sion-press, pulpit or public ros
trum-censorship or hampering re
strictions desired only by -a minor
ity.

7. To study and support the
best in screen drama and to foster,
in every possible way, the de
velopment and elevation of the
motion picture art.

ftill right to ban any lewd form of entertain
ment and to throw into prison anyone who
sponsors indece,nt films or theatrical enter
prises. With this machinery at hand for the
suppression of the few really immoral pictures,
why, then, do the fanatics and demagogues

favor censorship?, The
answer is that they do
not favor censorship---':
they favor the absolute
extermination of mo
tion pictures them"
selves-some for fanati
cal religious beliefs a,nd
others because they
fear the political effects
upon their career of the
films-and that censor
ship is only the opening
wedge in their cam
paign to kill the indus"
try.

The Screen Drama
League has been form
ed for the purpose of
opposing this move
ment; to protect the
picture industry against
relentless enemies'; to
foster the support of
good films, and to ele
vatethe screen to its
rightful place as an art
equal in importance to
any other that,the
world has ever known.
I t IS unchartered and
unincorporated, and has
no entrance fees' or
dues; and The, Photo
dramatist is lending its
aid to this worthy cause
free of charge and with
out any financial sup
port whatsoever from
any source.

The system of the or
ganization is simple. In
every city qnd town
there are many friends
of the films, We ask
you, asa reader of this
magazi,ne, to get in
touch with at least three
others who hold opin
ions similar to yours.
Meet at your home, -or
wherever you desire.
Appoint a president,

, vice-president, and sec-
retary, and thus form a

chapter of the Screen Drama League. The
secretary may then carry on all correspond
ence necessary with The Photodramatist. Each
month, this magazine willpri,nt advice and in
structions pertinent t·o the campaign against
censorship. The principal duties' of each chap-

(Continued on page 40)8

The time ha~ come for those who believe in
motion pictures-in freedom of expression for
this newest, and greatest, of all arts-to band
themselves, together in an organized fight
against censorship. After a. thorough study of

'the censorship movement, throughout the
United States, The Pho-
todramatist realizes the
grave menace that con
fronts photoplay writ
ers. Were advocates -of
censorship concerned
only with the elimina
tion of i,ndecent films,
this magazine would
raise rio protest against
their efforts; but it is
patent, after a perusal
of the absurd decisions
made by various cen
sorship boards now in
-operation that immor
ality in' pictures is the,
least consideration of
these bodies.

E ss e n t i a lly, such,
boards are political and
fi,nancial organizations
-appointed with ulter
ior intent-,and they
appear to be. concerned
first of all with' their
"jobs" and last of all
with the character of
the production~ upon
which they pass. The
fact that films approv
ed in Pennsylvania, for
instance, are utterly
condemned in Ohio,
only to be passed "in
part" by the New York
censors, shows how
ridiculous censorship, in
actual -operation, really
is. No two groups of
citizens seem to have
the same ideas regard
ing- the films they view.
Meanwhile. the rejec
tion, or mutilation, of
each film is costing pro
ducers-and: indirectly,
photoplav writers-vast
sums of money. a,nd
bids fair to cripple the
industry.

,censorship strikes at
the heart of the Amer
ican Constitution. It is
in direct violati-on of
the Declaration of Independence w'hich pro
claims that all men were creat~d equal and
have the right -to pursue liberty and happiness
according to the dictates of their own con
science. There are laws in existence, both
state and federal, which give the authorities-

tI,
I



"The Key to the Kingdom"
Training, Plus Industry, Will Open the Door of Fame

to the Screen Dramatist
By Beatrice Marean Snowden

with the student whether he will suc
ceed or not. One's instructors can only
take one so far, the rest lies with the
student himself, and here is where per
s,everance, industry, and a determination
to succeed playa large part.

One should not be discouraged if the
first, second, or third
attempt at photoplay
writing is not a suc
cess. Submit pa
tiently to adverse
criticism, and try
again and again, al
ways with unfalter
ing faith that success
will come eventually.

Have the plot of
your - play dearly
outlined in your own
mind and then pro
ceed according to
your instructions to
put the synopsis of
your story into prop
er form, clearly told
in simple yet ex
pressive terms. In
terest in the piCture
must not be allowed
to lag but should be
maintained through
out the play.

In writing your
story strive for or
iginality, though so
much has been writ
ten on almost every
permissible. subject,
still the field is wide
from which to make
your choice.

Make a study of
your fellow beings so
that you may make
the characters in

your story true to life and not mere
puppets to jump when the string is
pulled. Make them like real men, wom
en, and children such as you meet and
see in every day life, and then endow
them richly with' romance, bringing out
their beauty of~ character, their patience

9

Mrs. Snowden is one of America's
pioneer writers. "Deepdale," "When
a Woman Loves," and ,other of her
novels, 'published years ago, ran
through scores of editions. In her
later years she has been attracted
to the photodrama, which, she
wrttes us, she considers the marvel
of the age.

I T is well to remember at'the outset
that in the art of photoplay writ
ing as well as in all other branches

of worthwhile professions, the old rule,
which is as true as it' is old, tells us;
"There is no easy road to success".

Photoplay writing is the art of visual
izing the product of

- the imagination into
real living characters
who play their brief
part o;u the screen
with a realism as ap
pealing to the be
holder as life itself.
There is no mystery
abo u t photoplay
writing. All that is
required are the ele
mentary" essentia 1s
necessary tot h e
work. These briefly
summed up are:
First, art artistic and
creative talent; Sec
ond, a fair educa
tion; Third, a con
structive imag i n a
tion; Fourth, indom
itable perseverance
and untiring indus
try; and last, but not
least, a thorough
training in the tech
nic of prepar i n g
one's work for pro
duction. No matter
how blest one may
be with natural tal
ents, lacking the e1-.
ementary essentials
of the subject in
hand, it will be im
possible to succeed
in photoplay writing,
a fact to which many
a discouraged beginner will testify.

A course of instruction and proper
training under competent instructors is
,therefore absolutely necessary for suc
cess in photoplay writing. After one has
mastered "the rules of the game" and the
stage is set for achievement, it now rests
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under affliction, their trust in the Infinite,
their love for humanity; rewarding them
at last with th~ "peace that passes un
derstanding." Leave "vamps", villains,
murders, robbery, adultery, illicit love,
and other crimes untouched. The public
is properly sickened by the daily report
of such things, so let us spare it these
revolting scenes when it comes to us
for entertainment.

Pure, simple stories, interestingly told
and uplifting in character will always
meet with the approval of the public, for
in spite of the materialists, humanity is
strangely spiritual, vibrant and receptive
to the noble and heroic.

Among the best themes there is love
always beautiful and appealing,-love
pure and simple between man and man,
or between man and his faithful animal;
parental love,-especially mother love;
conjugal love; the pure and compelling
love between man and maiden; the love
of fame-ambition; love 6f and loyalty
to one's country; religious plays show
ing the beauty and consistency of the
true Christian character; educational
plays and travels ;-all these subjects can
be made the basis of photoplays,showing
that truth is more wonderful than fiction.

Plays that are humorous in character
will always be popular, for the worlch
loves a good honest laugh. The photo
dramist who has the art of successfully
combining humor and pathos has a power
in his hands that few ~an resist.

One strong attribute of the hU,man
heart is a desire to encompass the un
known, to reach up after the Infinite; and
a play that leads an audience of play
goers on through the mazes of mystery,
ever promising some startling develop
ment, will claim the attention and enter-
tain as few others can. .

Entertainment as well as wholesome
enlightenment is the end and aim of pho
toplays. Old and young alike seek these.
If the plays are of the rightfuL character,
they are capable of doing a world of
good; if they deal with crime and vice
pictured in alluring colors, it is fright
ful to think of the evil influence they
may have on the public, especially the
youth of our day. If the plays are- pro
duced according to the lines of high ideals
and strict morality, untainted by'sugges
tions of anything that ,would turn the
mind of youth into unclean and demoral
izing channels, then we shall hear no
more about censorship.

What a Wanderful Warid
By M. W. Bennett

They're going to cut out my tobacco.
To smoke is sinful of me.
My coffee must go, the reformers say so.
They'll put the kibosh on my tea.
They're going to stop all kinds of dances,
For dancing is vicious to see.
And when they close all the movies and shows,
What a wonderful world this will be!

I must stop ;eating peanuts on Sunday
In this glorious land of the free.
And the aces and kings, and deuces and things
Of the deck they will not be for me.
Baseball will be "oted illegal.
Croquet, tennis and golf will all flee.
When "they" have gone through what they're planning to do,
What a wonderful world this will be!

Of course they will stop osculation,
Love ma,king's a curse, they agree.
If a bloke plants a kiss on a charming young miss,
The prison's gray walls he will see.
The baby cab business will languish,-
No cens1JS for posterity. ,
With a ban on the stork, from Spokane to New York,
What a wonderful world this will be!
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"Why Write Photoplays?"
Some Very Good Reasons for Doing So Are

Given in This Interesting Article
By Katherine Leiser Robbins

Katherine L. Robbins

thought that to see my name in the listed
contents of a magazine, and to read my
fancies in its printed rages, was the 1J10.3t

gr:ltifying sensation I should ever know.
Ell~ I was to learn what a small matter
this was compared with the first showing
of one of my stories on the screen.

I had looked forward to seeing the
photoplay with some pleasurable expect
ancy; but as I sat there in the hushed
dimness of the theater and saw thecrea
tures of my fancy, with the faults, frail
ties, virtues and aspirations with which I
had endowed them come to life, and
watched them breathe and move, and do'
the things I had designed them to do-

well, if I 'tried to tell
exactly how I felt
about it, it would
sound florid, exag
gerated, rather, ab
surd, so I'll just say
that I came out of
the theater with a
new vision of oppor
tunity, of the wonder
of art, and an incen
tive to work such a,s
I had never had be
fore.

Incidentally, I will
say that the Moving
Pic t u r e Company
paid me two tltou~

sand dollars for the
film rights to that first story of ~ine, so
you see there is more than one good rea
son for writing photoplays.

-And another thing: it is" the heart's
desire of every artist, whether he be
writer, painter, speaker, musician, poet,
to reach out and move as great a portion
of humanity as possible. And what chance
has he compared with that of showing his
work on the screen?

Take Rupert Hughes' "Old Nest" for
instance. The story was published quite
a few years ago in a DODular mal!azine. I
read it, thought it a "s,weet, human story"
then proceeded to forget all about· it, as
I bel-ieve did the majority of those who
happened to read that particular number
of the magazine. ,The photoplay was

was content to sell stories to
the magazines for from $20 to
$200, she writes us, until one
day The Universal Film Co.
offered her $2,000 for one of
her efforts. Since then, she has
sold five screen - dramas at
prices that would stagger the
average author of published
fiction.

S
HOULD I say I am writing photo

plays because this -form of. wri~ing
pays better than any other It might

sound mercenary-something no writer
wants to be thought-and it would not be
all of the truth. Though writing for the
movies does pay far better than any other
form of authorship, it is a fascinating
and absorbing pursuit as well. It is the
Art that most nearly approaches Life,
which all Art strives to do; and one that
attracts not only the professional writer
of highest note-Kipling, Rupert Hughes,
Gertrude Atherton, for instance - but
also the discouraged little tyro, whose im
perfections of style and lack of r,hetori
:cal knowledge bar
his way in the path
of literature.

Not that "scen
ario" writing does
not require all the
thought and effort
one can put into it,
but it does not de
mand the literary
polish that comes of
long and arduous
training nor the
complicated techni
que of the novel. One
must have ideas, of
course, but just so
they are presented
in a clear,. concise,
logical way it is sufficient.

It is natural for people to think in pic
tures. All children do; and the earliest
form of writing was in pictures instead
of words; and'though manifold books and
hurried reading has blurred this instinct
.in many of us, a little practice in visuali
zation-and my, how the ability to think
in pictures grows I-will bring a rich re
ward for effort expended, for trying
again, and again, to have one's work pro
duced in living pictures on the screen.

When my first short story wa~ pub
lished-in the days when little of the pos
sibilities of the cinema art was known,
and motion pictures consisted mostly of
the comic, storyless antics of people chas
ing and tumbling about the screen-I had

11
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shown here a few weeks ago; and it was
almost as though I was lifted bodily and
swept back to my Old Nest, to my child
hood, and to my mother's and father's

. tender, self-sacrificing care. These had
become dim memories, buried under the
litter of busy, everyday affairs, but the
magic of art brought them back with such
realness and poignancy that my heart
ached and my eyes filled with tears. I
felt a little shame-faced, and furtively
dabbed my eyes, until I saw one tear also
roll down the lean, bronzed jaw of a pros,
perous-looking, typical business man near
me, heard sniffs in various directions, and
caught the flutter of sexeral handker
chiefs.

Then I realized that it was not a 1l1ere
bit of feminine emotionalism that moved
me, but the vibration of a chord 1:0 which
is att.uned all that is simple, and natural,
·and best in the human heart; and that
what I felt everyone who saw the picture
felt too-all the numberless thousands
that throng the moving picture theaters
throughout the world. And when I

couldn't get home fast -enough to send my
mother a present and write her the long
est letter I'd written in years, I knew that
I was compapioned by a vast company,
and that not only my mother's heart was
to· be gladdened by a proof of remem
brance, a recognition of her love and
care, but that of thousands of other
mothers, many of whom doubtless felt
lonely, useless and forsaken.

In no other way could such numbers
have been reached, in no other. way could
such a lesson have been taught a busy,
self-engrossed world, in no other way
could so much happiness have been given
to those who deserve it most.

And thus we see that the screen writer
may possess a power such as no artist
has ever had before, a power not only to
amuse and entertain, but to teach, and
to help, and to arouse all that is best in
mankind. And it is for this reason, as
well as for the financial rewards, and the
very real fascination of the game itself,
that I am writing Photoplays.

~

"The Public W ants-"
By F. Clair Roche

What does the public want-that oft repeated cry"
The writer of the day says his creation
Is what the public wants, iin pictured plot and style,
They'll throng to see· my tale of love and passion.

I feel the public pulse-the famed producer cries,
A girl's pure heart-a lover's adoration;
The pulse is felt-the nightly throng. scan lithographs,. the!. pas! along
He felt thelPublic pulse and then, he lost it.

What does the public want-we'll ask the public that,
Replies are many, filled with variation; ..
We want-the public wants a play, of passion grand, of country jay,
The public wants-not what it wants-and wants it.

- \ .

T HE stud-ent of screen drama 'who res~nts honest criticism. will never progress
. far along the roa-d to success. Desptte what you may thtnk, your first efforts
in photoplay writing are not going to be masterpieces.

~
~

I F you wish to learn whether or not the public observes the writer's name upon
a picture play, foist upon it a poorly done piece of work. The. ensuing "roar"

will end forever any doubts you may have as to the importance of the author.



"Don't Blame the Editor if Your
Scenario Comes Home"

Says Bryan Irrine

Bryan Irvine is" considered one of

the best judges of scenarios at the

Ince Studios. He is also a gifted

photoplaywright, having achieved

his present high position in the mo

tion picture world by virtue of his

many successful screen "dramas.

H
OW many times have you heard
this remark from one who writes
and writes and cannot sell what

he writes? "The only reason my work
fails to get on the screen is because it is
read and passed upon by some scenario
editor or two-by-four reader who has no
creative ability him-
self and, therefore,
does" not know a
good story when he
reads it."

Or again from the
same source: "If the
scenario editor or
reader :w h 0 rejects
my story has never
written or sold any
thing himself, how
can he be a compe
tent judge of my
work?"

The answer t 0

these questions is so
palpably 0 b v i 0 u s
that to discuss the
point seems almost
absurd. Yet the
question is repeated
ly asked by thou
sands who write or
try to write for the
screen. N 0 doubt
there ~re other thou,.
sands who do not
come 0 u t openly
and "holler their
heads" off" about this
imaginative i n j u s
tice, but continue to
pound away at the
old typewriter and
accept the condition
as one of the painful
handicaps of unre
cognized genius.

So let's argue the point a bit.
First, how many magazine editors are

or have been authors? Not so many.
It is a peculiar fact that the best maga
zine editors have never written fiction.
Who, for instance ?Well there is Bob
Davis, for many years editor-in-chief of

the Munsey Publications. Looking over
a long list of well-known-even famous
-fiction writers of today we find dozens
who were "found" by Robert H.- Davis.
He had not the creative mind, but he
knew when he read a contribution whe
ther it was only words or a sure-enough

story.
We could name

many other maga
zine editors who fre
quently and uneJ:r
ingly pick winners
from the army of
embryo fictionists 
editors who never
wrote a story Qr, if
they had written
stories, could" not sell
them. The same
thing is true of scen
ario editors.

A building inspec
tor is not necessarily
a bricklayer or a car
penter. A not her

"simple but incontro
vertable simile is
that the small boy
may not be a pastry
cook, but he knows
good apple pie when
he tastes it. And I
know scenario edi
to r,s and humble
readers who have
never written a scen
ario and are wise
enough not to try,
who, when a good
story drops on their
desk, "eat it up," al
though I grant that
most scenario edi
tors come from the
ra n k s of trained

photoplaywrights.
After all there is little ground for argu

ment. Who is the final judge of screen
productions? Why, the great American
movie-going public, and they or it," in
spite of the fact that perhaps only one"
out of ten thousand knows anything

13
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about the technical elements of a photo- and what not. But if the situation is
play, cannot be fooled. The box-office merely a fair, conventional one, the editor
tells the final story. ,throws up his hapds, curses a bit, then

A scenario editor and his readers have puts it into a return envelope along with
merely made an exhaustIve study of the printed slip that says "rejection does
what is and what is not of screen value. not necessarily imply lack of merit, etc.,
A good photoplay must be a proper mix- etc." That word "necessarily" on a rejec
ture of certain elements, just the same as tion slip covers a multitude of sins.
cake must be made of certain portions of Speaking of these all-important situa
certain ingredients. Many a breakfast tions, the number of promising writers
has been spoiled by too much or too little who apparently do not know what a situa
soda, or salt, or water, in the flapjack tion is appalls one. I actually believe that
batter. many amateur writers unconsciously

The scenario editor first looks for one create good 'situations while amusing
-at least one-original or semi-original themselves with a long chain of incidents.
dramatic situation in a submitted'story. Not long ago I read a very good original
All right, maybe the situation is there. written by a lady in Colorado. She had
Now, is this really good situation drifting' pushed the story logically and quickly into
helplessly about like a rudderless derelict a really good situation and carried it on
in a sea of meaningless, though perhaps' step by step to a. smashing climax, then
pretty, words and phrases? Often, un- quickly tapered it off to a nice ending.
fortunately, very often, it is. What does The lady, evidently fearing that her nice
the poor editor chap do then? He knows ,situation would "go over our heads," in
.that it is a good situation all right~ all closed a letter with the script calling our
right; but that's all there is t6 the story- attention to the situation, taking great
just a good situation without. head nor pains to outline it fully in the letter so
tail. He feels about the same as he did that it would not escape us when we'read
the time he put his last dollar in the jack"' 'the scrip.t. But-the "big" situation she
pot on the poker table and held a dour~ had outlined in her letter and was so
card flush that refused to ,fill. Perhaps afraid we would miss was not a situation
this editor is one of the best in the busi- at all; it was avery trivial incident in the
ness but has never written or tried to story, had no bearing whatever on the
write a- story himself and has no inclina- main idea and would never have "Been
tion to write. If the situation isa ,good missed had she forgotten to write.. Still,
one he may pass the story on to a. staff she was banking on that incident-called
writer, trained in screen technique,. Who _Ha situation 'by her-to bring home a check.
will attempt to dress it up, in all the,Apparently, she was blissfully ignorant of
other essentials of- a good story-love ' the fact that she had created a good situa
interest, conflict, suspense, heart interest: hon in the story,

Regarding "Conflict"
ByL. Hector Lucier

The p,ublic dearly loves a fight, and as long
as there are two red-blooded men alive, I think
a good fight will hold its appeal, in life and
in drama,

The "struggle everlasting" wilI continue as
long as life .lasts. There are very few men
who have success handed to them on a silver
platter; the majority of us must struggle from
the bottom of the ladder up. True, sDmetimes
as we begin to get away from the bottom rungs
the struggle is easier; but let us relax for a
moment, and we are confronted with some
body trying to pass us on the ladder to Suc
cess, and again we must struggle to regain our
position. Life without struggle would be drab
and dreary. The ,public will always love a
fight, be it mental or be it physical; but let
there be the element of conflict, and it will
be true to life.



'Situations Wanted' by Screen Actors
A Plea, Not'for Employment, but for Real Suspense

and Drama in the Photoplay
By Raymond Hatton

....

forceful in a sequence of dramatic intens-
ity. .

Invariably, when I am asked, I say
that the role of John Trimble in "The
Whispering Chorus", one of the big suc..:
cesses in its day, was my favorite part,
that it afforded me a greater opportuni-

ty for such capabili
ties as I possess t!han
any other screen role
I have created. Aft
er a recent analysis
of that role, I be
came further con
vinced that I reached
my decision,' uncon
sciously perhaps, be
cause of the splendid
dramatic situations
in that part.

In suggesting to
you, on whom we
must depend for the
photodramas of the
future, the situations
that appeal to the
actor, I must refer to
picture p I a y sin
which I have ap
peared. I must re
cite those. scenes
which have given me
my greatest oppor
tunities and let them
hint at what I, and
every other player,
now want. I can do
no more than offer
a suggestion for,'
were it possible for
me and other players
to create such stories
as the screen so bad
ly needs, there would
not be such a splen-·
did field for writers

of fiLm stories as there now is.
A'sequence of scenes in "The Whisper-

'ing Chorus" occurs to me as the most
powerful I have known in my own work,
or in watching the efforts of others. Let.
me outline the situation :' John Trimble,

15

His extreme versatility and abil

ity to portray any part convmcing

ly have made Raymond Hatton one

of America's foremost character

actors. His message to scenario

writers is, therefore, authoritative

and well worth heeding.
, f

Each of us who have devoted years of
study to our art-and every player of
importance in the screen world must be
included in that category-has definitely.
fixed in his mind the part, or type of
part, he wants to play. Generally speak
ing, however, a part, or type of part, is
too vague to allow -
a clear definition.
When I think back
over the roles I have
created for the
screen or when I
consider such fiction
asIam familiar with
with a view to nam~

ing my favorite part,
I-find that my choice
depends not upon
the part as an entire
ty, but on 'the situa
tions into which the
character is thrown.
It would seem, then,
that a player can
more definitely tell
a writer what to
give him for' a velii
cle, if he· will name
those situations that
afford the greatest
opportunity for
dramatic expression.

It seems 'to me
that every situation
cif real worth to
which I have con
tributed was one in
which the player
who is the center of
interest is in a state
of unusual ~3Uspense.

The suspense of a
character in a well
~ritten dra mat i c
story holds the spec
tator in a similar state of suspense, that
makes him susceptible to the slightest
suggestion of the player. I know from
my first-hand s'tudy of motion picture
audiences that much subtlety of action
that is lost in many scenes· is vivid and
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fatal procedures: he must face trial for
killing a man who still lives; or he must
prove that man still lives and face the
direconsequenc.e.s of disclosing his own
identity.

To specify further any definite scenes
thai have appealed to me would, in a
sense, be to repeat. The two situations
I have outlined are, in the same way that
they are similar to each other, similar
to those other scenes I have played that
were richest in the occasiori for dramatic
expreSSIOn. ,

Both scenes I have mentioned were
dominated by the' suspense of the chief
character. In each case, the character
was afforded a choice between two cours
es of action, both ,of which were obvious
to the spectator. There,is an opportun
ity for greater thrills, more melodrama,
in a variation of these situations. The
suspense of a. character who is awaiting
a known-or, for 'that' matter, an un
known fate, when he has no possible
means of escape, affords this chance;
but such scenes are far easier to play.
For in ,these scenes, the player has mere
ly to ,project his terror or his anguish,
and there is none of the subtlety in his
work that is demanded when he must
suggest to his audience, from the depths
of his own thoughts and emotions, the
varied thoughts that are passing through
his mind.

If I have chosen tobe a character actor,
it is ourfilmplays that have forced the
decision on me. I am an aCtor, first,
and I crave the opportunity for self-ex
pression that is foremost in every real
"trouper." Our screen plays have
thrown those situations which are worth
while to character players-that is why
an actor will tell you, as I do, that he
wants to play "characters." He 1S like me
in that he feels the eternal urge to place
his advertisement in those columns which
are headed: SITUATIONS WANTED.

a hunted man, is starving and is without
funds. He is fishing for food that is an
urgent need. He feels on his line a heavy
pull which at first encourages him, but
later shakes him with fear as he has dif
ficulty in drawing to the bank what he
knows is an inanimate object. The sus
pense of the character, as he struggles
with the weight, which is bringing to
him an inexplicable feeling' of, horror,
arouses a sympathetic suspense in the

, audience that makes every spectator sus
ceptible to the slightest suggestion of the
player. '

Trimble is horror-stricken as he finds
that he has drawn to the surface a human
body. Quickly, however, he regains his,
poise sufficiently to examine the corpse.
He discovers that the man bears a re
markable resemblance to himself; he de
cides to 'change clothes with the body so
that he, John Trimble, will be known as
dead, ahd thus will have an opportunity
to return to the world, free from the
ever:..threatening shadow of the law.

The beauty in that series of scenes to
me lay in the fact that the original situa:..
tion was so tense that the audience was
brought right into the' consciousness of
the character, so thoroughly that it could
follow his every thought.' That sequence
r,eached the screen without a subtitle,
and I am vain enough to believe that the
taciocinations of the charader were clear
to everyone.

A situation, later in the same story,
though not so effective as the former,
was among the most for<;eful to which I
p.ave had the opportunity to contribute.
John Trimble, after the series of incidents
outlined above, is arrested and put on
trial for his own murder. A character
,on trial for his life in any picture will
pass through a series of incidents that
are rich in chance for strong dramatic
expression. But in this picture, the char
a:ter was being torn lJ,etween two equally

~.~
~

WRITING IS an art-which means that it IS hard work.

C LEVERLY told incidents cannot bolster up a photoplay that is fundament
ally weak. A false premise is much like a poor foundatio)1; the superstruc

ture, no matter how beautiful, or how we 11 constructed, is liable to topple at any
moment.



~rinciples of Photoplay Construction
By H. H. Van Loan

whole world because man, up until that
time, hadn't seemed ambitious to com
pete with the winged birds of the air.
The element of risk was atta~hed to
all these achievements: the possibility
of death. With quickening pulses and
throbbing hearts, the people of the world

read the tragic ac
counts of the Wodd
War, because it was
real melodrama.

The world loves
melodrama. It loves
to experience the
thrills which a,c
company ac t ion
which seems to pre
dict certain death.
We are all sensa
tional, and we re
vel in big', thrilling
plots, intrigue, sus
pense and mystery.
The World War
played 0 n every
emotion known to
the human r a'c e,
and, while we stood
back in horror and
watched the great
"super-special" be
ing unreeled with
t err i tied counten
ances, yet, in our
hearts we enjoyed
the big show. Why?
Because all of us
e n joy melodrama.
Newspapers feature
remarkable event"s
in our daily lives on
the front page be
cause the editors

.know that the read
ers prefer to read
storielS which have

the elements of suspense, mystery, and
intrigue. T,he story of a remarkable
murder is spread all over the front page
and the sermon of the Rev. Josiah Jebbs
is hidden away in' some unnoticed cor-

H. H. Van Loan's great success as
a photoplaywright may be attributed
largely to his almost uncanny ability
to sense what the public wants. The
accompanying article, which" will be
concluded in the April number, is
worth careful study by every student
of photo drama.

W HAT made the World War so fas
cinating to every human being?

What made Peary's discovery of the
North Pole such a remarkable a'chieve
ment? Why did the early experiments of
the Wright Brothers command the inter
est of civilization? Why do we manifest
such interest in the
death of the Pope or
the birth of the
lowly babe of Naz
areth? Why do we
prefer to weep when
we ·know we would
much rather laugh?
Why is it we always
pause to watch a
train pass? Why
does :the publi·c
crowd the theatres
and moving picture
houses and ignore
the churches?

The answer to all
these questions and
similar ones is, be
cause the worM
loves melodrama.
The World War
was alluring be
cause it was filled
with melodrama. It
thrilled the earth.
Perry's discovery of
the North Pole was
very simple, and
yet, a very great
thing. It was a re
mairkJable .1achieve
ment. And yet, the
North Pol e has
proved it is worth
less, but, it also
proved that man has
wonderful end u r- .
ance and can, with
the aid of admirable persistency, over
come all obstacles in his desire to prove
the existence of a certain thing. The
experiments of the Wright Brothers
with flying machines interested the
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ner on one of the back pages, because more thrills and melodramatic situations
the public is morbid and sensational and than you will see on the screen during
would prefer to read 'a perfectly good its life-time. Life is melodramatic. That
melodrama that fall asleep over the re- is the answer. It is filled with startling
ligious eulogies of those who are trying situations and thrilling climaxes, and,
to save its soul. when we desire to be amused ,we want

It's been so since the beginning of to see something which mirrors life as
time, since the days of Eden, and it's go- we know it. This expl'ains the, success
ing to remain that way just as long as of "The Miracle Man," "Humoresque,"
there are people on the earth. We are and many other photoplays of the past
all morbidly curious, and the craving for -year or two. They are melodramas.
the sensational dominates o,ur every The greatest stage or screen successes
wor,d and action. Weare ahyays looking have been melodramas., Melodrama is
for the big thrill: the stuff that makes the thing. Melodrama is what the pub
our blood tingle and raises goose-flesh lic wants, and the writer who gives the
along our gills. ,public Melodrama is certain to find his

"Give them melodrama!" This is the writings will be enjoyed anq there will
reply I always make 'when I am asked' be a demandfor:his work.
the question as to what the public wants"Tne'Arizona Republican recently held
in the form of a story or photoplay. All,ascertario contest, and, out of a list of
right. Now then, whC).l' is melodrama?', about threehun,dred scenarios submitted
Melodrama is "yellow"drama~~~fsth~" ' onfy three were come,dies, the rest were
stuff that has a big "kick" in it. ,,~t's t!'Ie, ' ,JIl~lodtanias> Why? Because these
same sort of stuff that you will filJd::Storiesw,ere'written by the public, and
smoothed all over the front page of your the, publi'cshowed the trend of thought,
favorite newspaper today. It may'be'"yand,:tnat,hend of thought was natural; it
a story about the death of the POpy;'" was m~lcidramatic. There were a hun
perhaps it refers to the sensational ,'es-, dred different kinds of murder in those
cape of Roy Gardner, the "King of ,'scripts !' There were shootings, stab
Bandits," or, again, it may discour:sejm -pings, duels~ dynamitings, 'and every

, the elopement of Tillie' Teeds, the'c,onceivable .sort of crime was called into
daughter of millionaire, Teeds, the in- action in order to give somebody a legi
venter of the pointlessctack. Perh.aps it,;",timate',"excuse for annihilating someone
relates to a poorM'exican family that' . ersce. 'Ther~ were a couple of excellent
lived twenty days without faod;ot; a "::1>.urn~d:::"at-the-stake-by-Indians plots. In
six-months-old baby killed by', CI",umotQr;: ", {erst, .l::must a'dmit I don't know when
car yesterday afternoon. It irtay'"'.p~:~·T.v,~ witniessed such an excellent assort
round most anything,' but, whatevel\.ip>,~~IJJ~nt.:,?fmurders as were contained in
is, you can rest assured it is' melQp-rama£:·,F,those ,'scf,ipts. After reading some of

The pu1;>lic reads the n~wspapers<'The them I· rose and literally sponged the
readers of the newspapers demm;d' real blood from my hands land I'd get into
melodrama and they just gloat«over that' bed and pull,the blankets over my head
which is enact,ed in real life every day. and then turn the light out.
They enjoy the mystery, intr,igue, and The point I want to bring out is, that
suspense; and that is why the editors of these stories were written by the public,
the newspapers, feature such stories on and it revealed the trend of public
the front page. The moment a mystery thought. It proved to me that the mind
story is solved the public loses interest of the public is running riot and appar
immediately. ' , ently becoming demoralized. But great-

The 'pub,1ic loves melodrama in real life. er than all else, it proved that life is one
It enjoys it because melodrama is natur- great melodrama, for, every one of those
al. There is more melodrama in tine who submitted scripts in that contest
world today than there has ever been admitted that they had based their story
before. There is a reason for it. People on real facts and that they had actually
are more sentimental, emotional, and ro- lived that particular experience them
mantic to'day than they have ever been selves! Do you want any more proof
in the history of the world. Show me the that the public loves melodrama?
man whose life has never contained an A great marty writers think t.bat melo
element of suspense, mystery, or intrigue drama consists of one or more killings
and I will show you a million successful and that in order to .make 'a good story
men whose lives have been crowded with they must have a 'Couple of first..,class
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murders. They are wrong. When they
start to do that they are imitating
Shakespeare. That, is tragedy. Melo
drama consists of equalized portions of
romance, suspense, mystery, and intri
gue, flavored with plenty of goad snappy
action. Then bring them all toa good
thrilling climax and you've got a story.
A series of situations will not make a
story. Establish first a reason fbr the
story and then embellish it with drama
tic situations, plenty of action, pleasant
surprises, and good romance. I t is not
necessary to kill someone in ,a story in
order to make it a good story, and this
does not constitute melod'rama. It is
possible to write a corking melodrama
without demanding the s,acrifice' of a
single individual.

The ques'tion is often asked, "What
does the screen want? The screen
wants good stories. A good story is al
ways easily disposed of. and the pro
ducer will admit that all he ever asks
is a good story. The pro'ducers are buy
ing good stories and they will continue
to buy them as long as they can find
them. Tragedies are not very popular;
farce comedies have a fair following, and
there is always room fbrcomedy-drama.
But melodrama is always in demand, be
cause it reflects life itself. The great suc
cesses of the stage and screen have been
melodramas; mirored life, with its

thrills, suspense, intrigues and startling
climaxes.

It is true that people like to laugh,
but, it is a £act that they prefer to cry.
It is easjer to make the public cry than
it is to make it laugh. The writer who
can make it laugh makes more money.
And yet, it doesn't want to laugh long.
It never gets tired of tears. The public is
melodramatic; the world is m'elodramatie
and, that's why it likes to weep. 'The
writer who can bring the tears to the
eyes of the audience is in demand. The
writer who can make it laugh a little and
cry a little will be in great demand. The
writer who can inspire l,aughter is the
greatest writer of them all, because he
has to do real big creative work. There
isn't much laughter in"real life. If you
think there is, walk down the main thor
oughfare of any big city, any day, and
try and find something really humorous.
On the other hand, note the many melo
dmmas and tragedies on all sides as you
pass.

There has always heen a big demand
for melodram'as, because they are reflec
tive of life itself, and, the taudience
whether it be a stage or sc'reen audience.
wants dramas which reproduce actuali
ties. Melodrama reflects life: melodra
ma is life. Give the producers more of
life, embellished with fiction and the
producer w.iIIbe happy.

(To be continued)
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Photodrama
Bp W. S. Taylor

When first Daguerrefound ,out that focused light
In cameras, would chemicals erase
And make the shaded picture of a face,
Photography, an Art, was born aright;
Like Rembrandt's. paintings rare, in black and white,
Fine portrait~, showing skill, soon took their place
And vivid views of beauty and of grace,
Were visualized to please the public sight.'
Next was the Mimic Art with it combined,
And motion pictures, scenes with action rife
By actors shown, realistic, true to life,
In dramas, written each by master mind;
'Creating thus a double art to treasure,
The Photodrama-source of joy and pleasure.

THE BEAUTY of the world i~ caught and thrown upon the screen-a sweep of
the desert mesa, the hills 'dark against the sky-a young orchard in bloom,

blowing in the wind-a great moon with the eucalypti of California dark against
its silver-the great stretch of the sea, a nd the fog swirling in to the land.
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"Movie" Morals

T HE bitter campaign against "the
movies," which was started and is be
ing carried on by certain publicity

seeking fanatics and demagogues, seems to
'have 'been given 'added impetus by the shock
ing murder of William D. Taylor, one of
filmland's prominent directors:

Just why, consider'ing the astonishing num
ber of violent deaths in all walks of life dur.
ing recent months, the killing of Mr. Taylor
should be used as an argument against' mo
tion pictures, is hard to fathom; especially as,
at the present writing, there seems to 'be no
definite clew to the murderer or any occur
renee' connected with the· crime that cotild
possrbly be used as a basis for accusing the
unfortunate victim or his friends of being
vicious or immoral.

Such expressions as. "dope ridden," "degen
erates," "painted butterflies:' and "criminal
morons," which have been openly au:>plied to
Hollywood and 'its some .60,000 residents by
certain speakers >and publications during the
past few weeks are not only gross untruths,
but are libelous in the extreme; and could be
the product only of minds that are themselves
depraved, utterly ignorant, or blindly preju
diced.

Those who live in Hollywood, or who have
vished that beautiful community long enough
to gain an insight ,into actual conditions, know
that its residents la?e no worse than persons in'
anyplace of simi~:ir size-probably better.
Even the evangelist, "Billy" Sunday-admit
tedly caustic in- his condemnation of amuse
ments that most persons consider harmless
stated, in a recent article in Screenland Maga
zine, tha,t for each dissipated \person in the

,film studios there are a hundred who work
ha.rd, spend ~heir evenings with the,ir families,
and are sturdy citizens in every sense of the
word.. Surely, thjs ratio is better than any
average community or profession can boast;
and, knowing this, it is hard for sincere mem
b~rs of the screen world to remain silent in
the face of the bitter invectives that have been
hurled at them by the ill-advised, nasty-mind~

ed orators and writers who rushed into' the
lime-light immediately following the Taylor
tragedy. lj; UzJfl
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In fact, the motion picture profession ,does
not, intend to remain silent much longer. At
recent mass-meetings held in Hollywood steps
were vaken to combat the vitriolic publicity
that has been directed at film folk and the,ir
profession, and J'eaders of The Phatadramatist
may rest assured that, if the program as out
lined is followed, there will be some plaintive
wails from certain "anti-movie" quarters with
in a short t,ime.

Possibly it has not occurred to some of
the attackers of "the movies" th~t the publica
tion or utterance of malicious untruths-of
statements and opinions that cannot be
prov~, but which can do injury to the per
son, or profession, at which they are hurled
constitutes criminal libel; and ·that there are
laws which make any person, or publication,
issuing such statements li'able to. arrest and
imprisonment.

Should a number . of newspaper editors,
writers and public 'men who have been so
free with their denunciat,ion of the film colony
be required to prove even a fraction ,of what
they have said regarding Hollywood and its
motion picture folk during the past few weeks;
they will be sadly chagrined people indeed.
Possi'bly, however, a stiff fine and >a term in
prison might be beneficial to certain of these
persons, in that it would give them opportun
ity to think-an art most of them seem to
have long since lost.

Concerning Friends

S
OMEONE has remarked quite aptly that
our worse enemies are often our best
friends. Nothing could be more true

than this seeming paradox. It is our enemies
who, although sometimes unjust, point out
to us our many faults, and keep us from be
coming settled in the rut of self-satisfaction.

Just so, the photoplay writer who d<::\pends
upon his "friends" for criticism .;Ind advice on
his screen dramas is due' for a sorry tumble.
A real friend, of course; should tell one the
truth, but how few real friends there are in
the worid. As a general rule, one's social
acquaintances, no matter how intimate, wHI
smilingly indulge in the grossest lies rather
than 'hurt the feelings of one who, comes to
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them for advice; or else will be so blinded
to the defects' of the person they admire, that
they will be incapable of giving an impartial
comment upon anything that such a ,person
may do.

Of course there is a reason for this. The
average photoplaywright who places his latest
effort' in the hands of a friend and asks him
to "give me your candid advice," does not
wish candid advice at all. He wishes merely
to be told that he is' a wonderful writer and
has turned out a masterpiece; a.nd if the friend
in question should presume to point out any
glaring defects in the work at hand, the writer
would stalk away highly indignant and the
basis for an enmity would probably have been
laid.

On "the whole, it is best to avoid both friends
and enemies in obtaining criticism on your
photoplays. Although it is to be granted that
competent, unbiased judges are often hard to
find, and that the best of them have a discon
certing habit of charging hard cash for the;r
opinions, such critics are the only ones who
will give the aspiring screen dramatist really
constructive aid and help him along the path
to permanent success.

What Do They Want?

T :HE editor o{ The Photodramaist is
. repeatedly asked tile Question:. "What

type of photoplay is most easily
marketed?" And since this is undoubt
edly a matter of vital interest to every screen
dramatist, a few words on the subject might
not be amiss at this time.

It can safely be said, of 'course, that any
"big"_slory-any scenario base'd on a vital
theme, and which treats new ideas ,in a novel
and workmanlike manner-is certain to find
a producer. However, that is a statement
somewhat general in its scope, and the aver
age scenarist desires more definite informa
tion.

The type of photoplay most easily sold at
this time is the comedy-drama, or society
drama, in which the lead may be ,played by an
ingenue. There are some forty producing
units at present which are starring young
actresses of from e·ighteen to twenty-five years
of age; and since these stars appear in from
six to twelve pictures annually, it can readily
bese'en that the producers must purchase a
large number of scripts for them. We venture
to say that no' well' constructed ingenue-lead
story will pass through many hands, these
days, ,before finding 'a buyer.

Virile dramas, or comedy-dramas, for young
male stars are next in 1mportance as selling
possibilities. With, twenty-seven companies

producing plays of this type, it is apparent at
a glance that the ambitious wr,iter has that
number of markets for any young male lead
photoplay he offers-provided, of course, it
has been properly written and is worth film
mg.

The well-done "western" .drama is equally
certain to find a purchaser. Despite the ,cry
that arises 'from time to time that the day of
western pictures is ended, the fact remains
that fifteen or more films of this type are re
leased monthly-and that they are generally
successful. The wise photodramatist, however,
wiil steer clear of the conventional, trite
themes, characters, and situations in writing
such photoplays. If he wishes to sell them,
they must be "different"-wh-ich means that
the hero who "shoots UiP" a saloon, evades
the crooked sheriff and marries the beautiful,
and ever innocent, dance-hall girl is a thing
of the past, and that as much care must be'
taken in plotting and constructing a film
play of this sort as with stories of any, other
classification.

Emotional ·dramas, for male or female lead,
while always tempting to the photoplaywright
as subject matter, are exceedingly difficult to
dispose of. There are but two or three
actresses in pictures today who can handle
a. role of this' type, and an equally limited
number of actors. There is also the danger,
when writing emotional, heavy drama, that the
screen dramatist will introduce . censorable,
objectionable material. Indeed, the writing
of heavy drama without· bringing in the sordid
incidents, is one of the most difficult tasks
encountered in' the art of photodrama.

All-star stories and farce-comedies for male
or female le'ad are purchased from time to
time by various companies; but farce-comedy
is an exceedingly hard tYiPe of story to write
to suit producers, at least-and, in spite of
the number of successful all-star pictures that
have been released, the photoplay that em
bodies an outstanding le'a,d,ing role is by f.ar the
best selling possibility.

The Price of Success

P
HOTOPLAY writers '-are not immune
from the periods of depression that
come to every sincere artist. 'GeneralIy

over-optimistic at the start-believing that
,fame is easy of attainment and that screen
drama may be maste'red with small effort-the
aspiring scenarist is inevitably chagrined and
discouraged when his first offerings are re
jected by the producer.

As a rule, following the failure of his maiden
effort, he will :;top studying and working, and.
in an outburst of self-pity, declare that there
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is/ no chance Jor him as a scenario writer, that
the film world does not want worthwhile
stories, and that he is through. Of course, he
is not through,-if he has the real qualities of
success within him. He is, in fact, only be-

, ginning; and when he has studied more and
spent more time in the practice of photoplay
writing, he will probably- laugh at his first dis
couragements and wonder at the shortsighted"
ness which prompted him to believe that his
crudely done, early efforts contained merit.

It is impossible to stifle a true artist with a
few rejection slips. Indeed, these same reje~

tions often have a very salutary effect; for
they teach the student scenarist what not to
write, and force him to spend more time in
preparation for his ultimate vocation. All the
technical training in the world-indispensable
as it may be-is valueless without the added
lessons that can be learned only from experi
ence.

The e,ditor of The Photodl"anwtist realizes
that creative artists are bound to be more ,or
less emotional during periods of discourage
ment, and that it is asking much to request
that they sit down and view their work in the
light of pitiless truth. Nevertheless, that is
exactly what every photoplay writer, at some
time in his career, must do. He must, fig
uratively speaking, draw up a set of books, in
which he must balance the advantages and
disadvantages of his chosen profession. In
doing so, he must set down the price of pay
ment as well as o the reward he expects to
gain. This price may at times seem hIgh.
The optimistic student is reluctant to admit
that he will have to .spend many months
possibly years-at difficult mental labor. But
if he is fair with himself and others, he must

also admit that the article he is buying with
this self-sacrifice-artistic and financial suc
ceSS-IS woNh fully what it costs.

Minor Characters

F
REQUENTLY the question arises:
"How much time, should I devote to
the delineation of minor characters in

my photodramas?" This is a query not so
easily answered as might appear ,at first glance. '
As a matter of fact, in one sense of the word,
there is no such thing in screen drama as a
"minor" character. By this I mean that any
character worth introducing, into a photoplay
is worth the careful attention of the writer.

It is natural, of course, that the leading char
acter should be "played up" more promin
ently than any other person of the :play,
since the action-if the story is properly con
structed-will center about him or her, and
his or her struggle. However, this same ac
tion, in its relation to the major character,
w5II appear plausible and convincing only
when properly motivated; and it will not be
properly motivated unless the 'Other char
acters appeal to the spectator as real human
beings and are carefully visualized and de
veloped. This is one of the big differences
between the great play 'and the near-great. It
is to be regretted that 'in many instances' the
e~otism of certain stars has resulted in a
weakening of the characters surrounding them
in their dramatic vehicles, and has not only
lessened the,appeal of the story, but has ,also
proved !TI0re or less of a boo:nerang to the seiC
~entered actOr himself, since the public cares
little for the "fobtage" devoted to Mr. Star
but, 'rather, judges a picture as a whole.

t

AS IN LIFE, the future is but the past entered through another gate, so In your
story should one incident grow from that preceding.

Chicago Contest Decision Delayed
Although the Photodramatist had expected to announce in the present issue the

winners of the Chicago Daily News scena rio contest, no -decision had been reached
at the time this magazine went to press. Advice from Chicago indicates that ~he

exceptional merit of the photoplays which, by process of elimination, have .been
passed up to the final judges makes selection of the winners an exceedingly diffi
ult task. The editor believes, however, that the names of the fortunate screen
writers will be available in time for publi cation in the April numbe,r.



,'How Did Sarah Dress Her I-Iair?"
Accuracy of Detail Now Demanded by Public Brings

Scientists to Aid of Producers
By Edgar J. Banks, Ph. D.

When the University of Chicago
needed a leader for its Babylonian
Research Expe<Iition, it selected the
author of this article, who is one
of the world's foremost archaeolo
gists. He is now employing his vast
technical knowledge as research di~

rector for Sacred Films, Inc.

R ECENTLYin one of the largest of
the New York theatres, I saw
thrown upon the screen a repro

duction of one of Solomon's buildings at'
Jerusalem. The construction of that
pflrticular building is fairly well known
to archaeolog i s t s,
and I was surprised
to see that its walls
were decorated with
glazed lions taken
from the walls of
the palace of N e
buchadn e z z a rat
Babylon. The hero
ine of the story was
a character whose
traditional name is
well known, but in
the play she bore a
name far less pictur
esque. The cit y
where she lived was
in the interior of
Southern A r a b i a,
but it was' placed on
the sea coast of
Persia. The, hero
ine lived about 1000
B. C. but she was
made the contem
porary of a character
who lived 600 years
later and of another
who lived a thousand
years after she was
dead. There was
hardly a detail in the
picture which would
not be criticized by
the Orientalist.

In another well
known picture, the
-palace of N ebuchad-

, nezz a r, Kin g 0 f
Babylon, has been reproduced. This
palace has been thoroughly excavated
and the details of its' architecture are
familiar. In the picture the great throne
room' was decorated with immense col
umns and with elephants. But the
throne room had no columns and never
has an elephant appeared in Babylonian

sculpture. The only representation of
an elephant in Assyrian or Babylonian
art was one which was brought in pay-
ment of tribute to Assyria. .

One day not· long ago, the director of
a motion picture concern in California

was talking with a
clergyman who had.
been called in for ad
vice. The picture to
be made for the
screen was a por
trayal of the life of
Abraham at Dr of
the Chaldees, his
marriage to Sarah,
and his migration to
Palestine. The cler
gyman had bee n
called in to answer
all questions regard
ing the customs of
the times-what the
people ate, w hat
they wore, in what
kind of houses they
lived, and a thousand
other que s t ion s
which a clergyman
is supposed to be
able to answer. No
effort,t were to be
spared to make the
picture historically
perfect in all details.
The director asked:

"How did Sarah
dress her hair?"

The clerg y man
thought hard and
knit his bro~. The
difficult:iesof his.
task began to appear.
He repeat edt h e
question to himself,

"How did Sarah dress her hair ?," but
that did not answ_er it. Finally he shook
his head and answered:

"I don't know, but I know someone
who does."

It was then that I received a telegram
to come to California to tell how Sarah
dressed her hair. -it happens that some

I
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years ago, I was sent to Babylonia by
the Univetsity of Chicago to search
among the ruins of the buried cities.
The ruin selected for excavation was
that of a city which flourished at the
time that Abraham lived. The city of
Ur was located ina part of the desert
whi·ch is now overrun by the most hos
tile of the Arab tribes. Its ruins have
been seen by very few whi.te men. Some
years ago I visited the place. I walked
about the city on the summit of its walls,
climbed to the summit of the temple
tower,carefully traced the streetsl 'in
which Abraham must have played when
he was a boy. Therefore; it was a sim
ple thing to make a miniature of the
city; to locate the temple, to show the
canal, the residential quarters and the
market place. Should Abraham himself
come back he would recognize the minia
ture as that of his home. There was
litt\e difficulty in reconstructing the de
tails, as for example, the temple with its
different stages, the statues which adorn
ed it, the moon god in the shrine at the
summit, the altar, the votive stone vases
and tablets. They were all reproduced
"trom objects found in the ruins from Ab
raham's time. The only perfect house
coming from the time of Abraham ever
discovered was at Ur'; it was a square
structure with a flat roof still" intact.
In the ruins of the house were furnish
ings, and beneath the floors were the clay
tablets or written documents of that age.
There were little household images which
the people worshipped, the toys, and even
the rattles with which the babies played.

But how did Sarah dress her hair?
In the ruin of Tello, another Babylonian
cityirom the time of Abraham, there was
found a large black diorite statue of a
female. The hair was done up in a
psyche knot at the back of the head and
held in place by a bandeau over her fore
head. The costume was a loose under
garment, above which was a gown almost
modern in its shape. It was also easy to

deck out Sarah with the jewelry of her
time. It used to be my special work
when the graves were opened to gather
up the dust into which the body had
turned and sift it thru my fingers to res
cue the jewelry buried with the dead.
There were bronze eat rings, finger rings,
armlets, anklets, and beads of various
stones and shapes. The most striking
adornment" worn by the women was a
long thin piece of gold, bound upon the
forehead. It is almost certain that Sar-·
ahadorned herself' with such an orna
ment.
It is very evident that people are be

ginning to desire greater accuracy in
the settings of, the pictures which are
thrown upon the screen. The education
al value is increased or diminished ac
cording to it. Should the architecture,
and costumes alld street scenes be wrong,
the value of the picture as an education
al factor, is less than nothing for it is
difficult to eradicate false impressions.
On the other hand, if the details are cor
rect, there is imparted to the public a
lesson in historv, in architecture, in an
cient social and" business life, and in the
evolution of civilization, which can be
gained in no other:way.

The science of archaeology is still
young. Not many years ago it was gen
erally conceded that the man who de
voted his life to things of the remote past
was as dry and fossilized as the objects
he studied. But now it is different.'
The study of things ancient has become a
science demanding - universal respect.
Not yet has the PVblic become interested
in ancient life arrtl history, but when it
is realized that the pictures on the screen
are really ,accurate, public interest will
not be wanting. To me it is an exceed
ing great privilege to assist in populariz
ing a most fascinating study, whi!=h can
not fail to broaden the mental horizon
of those who have not been able to re
ceive the benefits of a liberal education.
And this important service can be render
ed best by the accurate motion picture.

~
~

C ONVERS.ATION is the ~rt of keepin g off the subject. Plot building is the art
of keepmg on the subject. . '

F LIRTATIONhas been defined as attention without int~~tion. This might be
applied to the way some folk approach photoplay wntmg_



The Elements of Dramatic Art
By George Wallace Sayre

"From the Beginning

man has sought various means
of expressing his inherent de
sires," says Mr. Sayre, in this
unusual analysis of the drama.
"The photoplay," he adds, "is
the most perfect medium yet
designed for' the gratification
of this fundamental instinct."

R ARE is the human being who has
. nev~r felt an impulse to. pretend
. he IS someone or somethmg else.

The human being who has never felt
pleasure in seeing such pretending is
rarer still. Back through the, ages of
barbarism and civilization, in all tongues,
we find this instinctive pleasure in the
imitative action that is the very essence
of all drama.

The instinct to Impersonate produces
the actor; the desire to provide pleasure
by impersonations produces the drama
tist; the desire to provide this pleasure
with adequate characterization and plot,
memorable in itself produces dramatic
literature.

Though dramatic literature has been
sporadic, dramatic
entertainment b y
imitative action has
been going steadily
on since we first
heard of it inconnec
tion with the Baechle ,
festivals of ear I y
Greece; and the dra
matic instinct has
been uninterruptedly
,dive since man's cre
ation. We do not
kill the drama, we do
not really limit its

.appeal by failing to
encourage the best in it; but we do there
by foster the weakest and poorest ele
ments.

What is drama? Broadly speaking, it
is whatever .by imitative action rouses
interest or gives pleasure. The earliest of
the mediaeval plays, the trope of the
church in which the three Mary's go to
the tomb to find that Christ has risen, and
make their way thence rejoicing, does not

. differentiate one Mary from another. The
words, which were given to music, have
only an expository value. Here, as
through the ages succeeding, it is action
and theme which count.

,Goethe, Schiller, Hugo, Dumas pere,
and Alfred de Vigny revealed a new world
of dramatic romance and history. But
are the dramatists of today keeping trend
with those whose laurels are written

.down in history as the foremost in their
art? Why is it, then, that out.of the
masses of photoplays put before the pre
sent-day public, only a few, such a very
few in comparison to the hundreds made,
live only once? Is it that the dramatists
of today are getting so -trite that they
cannot originate more· photoplays that
mirror life by scenes from which a 'her
mit may estimate the transactions of
the world, or a confessor predict the
progress of the passions?

The public is very exacting in its de
mands, a hard task-master. To try to hit
public taste in the photoplay is like try
ing to hit the bull's-eye of a rapidly shift
ing target on a foggy day. 'Yet there is
a widespread interest of the people at

large, and men. and
'women all over the
country - are busied
with the difficult art
of the Photodrama
tist. In turn, respon
sive to their needs,
our colleges are de
veloping courses in
dramatic composi
tion and photoplay
writing is now being
taught by corres-
pondence.

To every drama
tist comes sooner or later the question:
'Shall I write so as surely to make money,
pandering to the artistic and moral taste
of my public; or shall I keep to my in
culcated and self-discovered standards of
dramatic art till. I win ,my public to
them?" For the latter result there must
be a considerable part of the public which
so understands and loves the best of the
drama that it can quickly discover pro
mise in the drama today. Out of the
past come the standards for judging the
present; standards in turn to be shaped
by the practice of present-day photo
dramatists into broader standards for the
next generation. The photodrama pos
sesses a great literature growing out of
an eternal desire of the race. The photo
drama is a great revealer of life. Poten
tially, it is a social educative force of the .-.
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greatest possibilities, provided it be pro
perly handled. You cannot annihilate it.
Repressing it you bring its poorer quali
ties to the front. '

Shakespeare, who, above all writers, at
least above all modern writers, hoMs up
to his readers a faithful mirror of man
ners and of life, should be studied' earn
estly by every screen writer. His Char
acters are not modified by the 'customs
of particular places; by the peculiarities
of studies or professions, which can op
erate but upon small numbers; or by the
accidents of transient fashions or tempo-

.rary opinions; they are the genuine pro
geny of common humanity, such as the
world will always supply. His persons
act and speak by the influence of those
general passions and principles by which
all minds are agitated, and the whole sys
tem of life is continued in motion. In the
writings of .other dramatists a 'character
is too often an individual; in those of
Shakespeare it is 'commonly a species.
But Shakespeare is immortal, he has giv
en to the world at large drama that will
last down the ages. His influence will
yet mark the photodrama.

I believe that the greatest theme of
photoplays is the love theme, and that
the success of numerous plays embodying,
this theme will prove out the statement.
On every stage, in both reel and real life,
the universal agent is' Love, by whose
power all good and evil is distributed, and

every action quickened or retarded. To
bring a lover, a girl, and a rival into the
story; to entangle them in contradictory
obligations, perplex them with opposi
tions of interest, a,n,d harass them with
violence of desires inconsistent with each
othe'r; to make them meet in rapture and
part in agony, to fill their mouths with
joy and outrageous sorrow, to distress
them, to deliver them-is the business if
the dramatist.

One cannot please all the people all of
the time, but we can please most of the
people most of the time. We shall always
have our long-haired critics' who will
lament upon the photoplay, no matter to
what artistic heights it may rise; but if
we can tend to divert and entertain, and
at the same time to instruct and improve
the minds of the youth of both sexes; if
we can set forth in the most exemplary
lights, the parental, the filial, and the
social duties; if we can paint vice in its
proper colors to make it deservedly odi
ous; and set virtue in its own amiable
light, and make it look lovely; if we can
draw characters with justness and sup
port them distinctly; and if we can put
all thest; good ends in so probable, so na
tural, so lively a manner, as shall engage
the emotions of every sensible theater
goer, then will we be more than able to
also please that "few" of the public, and
please them well.

."

Thought
,By C. E. J. Widgery ,

Night is the time to think
When from the eyes .the soul
Takes flight, and, on the utmost brink
Of yonder starry pole,
Discerns beyond the deep abyss of night
The dawn ot uncreate<! light.

, .



"A Camera Has No Ears"
To "Get Over" Your Photoplay Must be Told

- - in Terms of Action Only ,

By Alvin Wyckoff

Alvin Wyckoff ha s "shot" probably
more feature pictures than any
cinematographer in the film world.
His advice is constantly, sought by
writers _at the Lasky Studios, for
whom he is chief cameraman. What
he has to say in these pages is
worth careful consideration.

T HE question often arises, "Is it
necessary for the cinematographer

to know the story?" I say, "Yes, posi
tively!' And if he is a man who un
derstands his business and is looking
for success, he will insist on knowung
the story intimately, not only in its
original form, but
_in every change
that takes place in
it thereafter.

The author should
try to cultivate the
friendship of the
c i'n e m a'tographer
much more than is
being done, for un
less the story is very
carefully hi.a n dIed
after - it le'aves the
author's hands and
mind, little of his
meaning is going to
'get over to the
spectator. When I
say, 'author', I m,ean
that writer who
puts his heart into
his work, and 'not
the so~cal1ed wr,iter
who is fed up on
worthless egotism
and is forever wor
shipping the dollar
he is going to get
for his result.

The author is sel
dom versed in the
photographic mys
teries, and so needs
a little guiding here
and there in order to
make his story run
smoother. For in
stance, what can be
Ie s s entertaining
than a scene ~etween two or more peo
ple that sit, and stand, and look at each
other, and speak a lot of magnificent
lines filled with much oratory that is
lost?

The camera has no ears! Therefore
the spectator is forced to sit and look at
a lot of footage that is absolutely de-

void of interest or telling action, which
is nothing more than -the wagging -of a
lot of mouths, and utterly meaningless.
It thus becomes necessary for the audi
ence to labor through a·lot .of title? that
are not entertainiJ:!g, beca}lse:the.r.e"is no
actio'n to stimuIate th~itnagiriatiQn.,On

theothei- hand,' the
same.::'idea. 'couJd.. be
put over much more

. convinoingly wi t h
"action," with per
haps a dissolve or a
vision, or a split
screen, or numerous
other tricks that are
known to the cine
matographer.

Photography 1 s
the author's car
riage for conveying
his idea to the audi
ence, so why should
he not be a little
m 0 r:e interested
than usual in what
the c,inematogra
pher is going to do?
Certainly, the ;au-
thor expects to
write more than one
story, and he should
expect to make each
one better than the
one before. Then
why neglect the ve-'
hide that is going
to carry it?

There was a time,
and not so many
years ago, when the
directors had t 0

write their own
stories over night
and "shoot" them
the next day. And

some of them were very good. Why?
Because the director knew, with' the
author's knowledge, the ideas he w.anted
to get over,so he and -his cameraman
were continually conferring as to the
best methods of· putting these-ideas
over. N ow, we have the author work-

(Continued _on page 40) i'
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Real Stories for the Two-Reeler
By Frank R. Conklin, Scenario Editor, Christie Film Co.

A RECENT art
icle in The

,Photodramatist
by Harry R. Brand
gave an interesting
insight into the mak
ing of. the slapstick
comedy, but Mr.
Brand erred in this
respect ~ that he
gave one the general
impression that all

Funk R. Conklin, moving picture com
edies are based on

"gags" and distinguished by lack of plot.
This is all very. well for one branch of

the high comedy art, and good slapstick
is art in itself which is attained by few
comedians ; but its limitations are seen
in the faot that there has come up in the
last few years a type of comedy which is
based entirely on story.

In other words, the producer tries to
"pack an awful lot of plot" into two reels,
or more exactly, into about 1750 feet, in
cluding titles-for many of our best two
reel films do-"tlot exceed these limJts.
. I wish I could draw you a picture of

our busy scenario staff, reading each and
every scenario which is addressed to our
company, eagerly trying to find a comedy
with, a new plot-:-and with enough plot
to make an inter,esting and amusing two
reel story. Our wail forever is that nine
ty-nine' out of a hundred of these sub
mitted stories are but incidents, or bare
ideas,' which, photographed, would de
serve no mere than a hundred and fifty
feet of film. ' .

As s'cenario editor, I have ideas myself,
lots of them.'What I should like to have
is'the "working out" of one, or a new way
to work out an old idea.

AI: Christie is one of the few comedy
producers, who will consistently throw
out a laugh in order to stick to a story,
if itjs a case of .losing one or the other.
This.is just the reverse of the slapstick
method, where the story is sacrificed for
the laugh-however far-fetched in pro
bability.

Of course, Mr. Christie goes on the
theory that. if' the story is' amusing
28

enough as a whole, the laughs or the
chuckles or the smiles or whatever they
are, will take care of themselves.

"Don't try to be funny!" is one of his
pet maxims, explained by the fact that
if the situation is amusing, a typical
"comedy" grimace will not help the ac
tion but harm it.

In other words, a "funny" set of whisk.,.
ers will not make a two reel comedy, but
if the plot calls for the proper use of
a misplaced whisker, use the whisker
but forget all about it and do what it
says in the script.

This calls to mind one of the many
things which the chance visitor to the
studio marvels at, and that is the fact
that the comedy director (of the type of
which I am speaking) works with a scen
ario. The visitor exclaims, "Why, I al
ways supposed you just took the actors
out somewhere and then thought up.

. something funny to do," and he is strick
en dumb' with amazement when he sees
a leather-bound volume of perhaps as
many as two hundred scenes, all ready
for filming.

As far as the l,ight comedy people are
concerned, the days of the backyard com
edies are about over; which means that
you now have to have about as good a
technical staff and camera staff as any
feature company, and most important of
all, you require a real story of real people.

Be human, because it is the "human
interest stuff" which counts nowadays.

Those of us who are engaged in furn
ishing two reels, or twenty minutes of
light entertainment, in the best theatres
everywhere are naturally very proud of
our connection, and weare determined
to make our fourth of the average film
program hold its own_from a standpoint
of "class production". If we are to h:ep
on doing, that we must discard the old
worn~out comedy prqps. and give the
theatregoer something. new in comedy.
Whether it is slapstick or polite comedy,
it is the new idea which will hold them
the twenty mi,nutes..

But it has to be a story!"
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"What's All the Shootin' 'For?"
By Violet Clark

To Achieve Success
a photoplay must be based up
on a vital theme-must convey
a real message to the world,"
says Violet Clark, whose own .
success as a scenario writer is
ample proof' of the truths she
sets forth in this interesting,
and timely, article for aspiring
photodramatists. -

I
I

which she probably would do anyway.
. But when you come down to plain

facts, a great many people in the motion
picture industry, including many scenar
io writers themselves, have just about
the same idea of a scenario. And a great
many people have somewhat the same
confused impression of the picture when
it's finished. There is no' rea-l idea of
what all the shooting's' for. The scen
ario writer writes be(:aftse he's been told
to put a story into continuity. . The di
rector goes upon the set and "shoots."
And Mr. Public is branded. as a Crank
when he sees the picture; walks out of the
theatre, and dares to :inquire plaintively
"What's it all about? What's accom~

. plished? What's all the shootin' for?"
Of course it is not possible for every

picture to have a
~-----------------.' theme as big as the

"Miracle Man", or
the "0 I d N est".
-Bufit should be
possible to inj e c t
into' everyone a lit
tle more of backbone
than-' merely a few
pa·s~s·j.c0 nat e I Q v e
scenes, or a camel
on the'desert.

It is true that the
desir-e to entertain,
and also to point out

certain truths, are legitimate targets.
But the spectacular element will not car
ry on alone, neither will artificiality,
however artistic it may be.

Many writers, especially beginners,
have learned and are learning through
bitter experience that the most expensive
and elaborately-developed picture is not
the most successful. A common theme,
the human touch,' an entertaining sense
of humour, are targets which create
much more logical reasons for shooting.
And it is up to those of us wh0 prepare
the shotgun, to see' that it is aimed
straight at the bulls-eye.

Although a new writer' is not always
able to take matters into his own hands,
and material is placed before him and he
must work on it whether he sympathizes
with it or not,-there is always some
thing which he can do to help. It is my
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THERE'S an old saying that where
there's smoke, there must be fire,
and there is a parallel truism that

when there is a shot, there must be a tar
get. In other words, nobody can deny
that all good little scenario writers should
be striving toward some end, and every
story should be aimed at a target other
than just the check at the end of the last
reel. r

But what is that target? In the lan
guage of the Broadway popular travesty,
"What's all the shootin' for?"

First the story, or scenario, which is
the shotgun used for shooting.

Did you ever have anyone pounce out
upon you suddenly from a dark corner
and demand, "Just what is a scenario?"
There is no question which leaves you so
absolutely flat and at
a loss.

A few weeks ago
I receive<! a letter
from a friend in Chi
cago in which she
mentioned in an off
hand manner that

.school being out and
not having ·much. to
do, she thought she
might come out to
California and do a
little writing for the
pictures. She re-
marked, not very complimentarily that
if her friends could get away with it,
she thought she could too, because she
had gotten A in English last year at the
University and she had done a little news
paper work which the editor pronounced
without hesitation, "Fine !'" She con-

o cluded with the request that I write her
at once and tell her frankly "just what
is a scenario or 'continuity' ", so she could
sit down and write one.

It was .with great difficulty that I re
strained myself from seizing a postal
card and by return mail giving her some
such insanely fictitious information as "a
continuity is something which a scenario
editor demands, a director doesn't want,
the leading lady Qever sees, the prop
man can't read, and the assistant always
loses,"-and with this description advis
ing her to go ahead and do her worst,
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firm OpInIOn that he who is going to
linger longest in this merry little game
of "put and take," is that 'w'riter who
realizes that much of the responsibility
of the tomorrow of the industry lies with
him.

The subject of the future motion pic
ture industry is a matter of popular dis
cussion. Some wonder pessimisticaliy if
there will be a future. Will the drama
of the screen die a natural death, its more
and more hackneyed stories fading out
into a merciful oblivion? Or will ~ts

salvation lie in the pictorially effective,
perhaps the colored pictures? Or is it
possible that the talking apparatus will
return to create novelty? It is natural
to assume that as the years pass by, the
stories at hand will be exhausted. The
seven original plots will be twisted and
turned into seven times seven and sev
enty times seventy. New. photographic
effects will be in'Vented: Perhaps con
tinuity will be governed by a new tech
nique.

But all of this will be purposeless, un
less the' pictures themselves revolve
around a central basis from which the
spokes of Life extend and unless the
wheel moves upon the same ordinary
ground that Everybody in this old world
is compelled to tread.

. In other words, the secret ~of n:<aking-

the photodrama secure is' to make it deal
with those things which are secure. Hu
man impulse, every day problems, certain

. phases of comedy and sorrow are emo
tions which will never die. Thus' any
thing which concerns these emotions will
be always interesting.

If· we all were only capable of taking
the people whom we meet every day,
walking in the ruts of their own lives
and experiences, and lift these lives and
experiences out of the rut just sufficient
ly to transfer them in an interesting man
ner to the screen-we would have
achieved a target which could not help
but endure.' Rupert Hughes hit the mark
in "Dangerous Curves Ahead", Rex
Ingram and Jl1ne Mathis in "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse", and
Frances' Marion in "Humoresque". Many
of us are not quite prepared to do this,
yet. Those who are discouraged and
drop out; will never do it. Those who
are sure that they recognize the need will
do it as soon as they are ready, and the
opportunity comes. .

But the important fact is this-if there
could be a common desire shared by all
writers' and would.,be writers to 'deal
with real people, to pull out of the rut,
and aim at a target-there'd be no reason
for ever worrying about "What's all the
shootin' for?"

Photoplay:
By W. Arthur Williams

~: ~"·:.;r ~'.; . 'i ; .

Hopes, fears;
Smiles, . tears:
Rising, subsiding;
Ever in motion;
Humanity riding
A fathomless ocean.

E VERYTHING in Life is cumulative. The litt1~ that you learn .today, added to
what you learned yesterday, and what you w111 tomorrow, w1ll finally make

you a master of your subject.



From Pen to Silversheet
By Melvin M. Riddle

IV-FILMLAND'S FASHION SHOP

Motion Pictures Exert
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a tremendous influence upon
the styles of the American
people. Mr: Riddle's "inside
view" on the manner in which
play-folk are gowned is cer
tain to interest readers of The
PhOitodramatist. A not her
article of this fascinating series
will appear next month.

A
RTISTIC motion pictures call for

characteristic settings and invest
ture, perfect photography, appro

priate costumes and beautiful gowns for
the feminine star or principals. Hardly a
picture is now produced which does not
contain some scenes in which such femi
nine star or principals are shown elabor
ately and gorgeously gowned. Gowns
and women's fashionable dress have be
come recognized as an attractive feature
of any good picture, and the situation has
now reached the point where milady
never attends a motion picture show
without taking close observation of the
gowns, hats and other fashions worn by
the feminine mem-
bers of the cast. She
has come to realize
the care exercised in
preparing the s e
gowns, their exclu
siveness of design
and their originality
of style.

Thus it is that that
stu d i 0 department
which devotes itself
to the creation and
fabrication of wo
men's fashion's has
become one of the
most important; it is
one of the most in-
teresting and in the .
larger film plants, it presents a most con
vincing proof of the rapid strides which
have been made in modern film produc
tion. The fashion department, as it may
be termed, is much the same as any large
dressmaking and designing establish
ment. It is .complete within itself and
operates under its own organization, syn
chronizing its work, of course, with the
demands of the directors and players, as
in the case of all other studio depart
ments.

The fashion department of the Lasky
studio is one of the largest and most
striking examples of what constitutes a
modern studio dressmaking branch. This
organization, under the supervision of
Ethel Chaffin, chief fashion designer for
Paramount Pictures produced at the

Lasky studio, occupies the entire second
floor of the large concrete building, the
lower floor of which, as mentioned in a
previous article, contains the character
wardrobe.

One hundred to a hundred and twenty
five girls and women are employed at all
times and the gowns worn by all the
principals and extras are designed and
finished for use. Illustrative of the capa
city of this unique department is the fact
that three thousand gowns were designed
and finished in the workrooms during
1920, for use in Paramount Pictures. This
represents a daily average of about nine
new gowns.

F i v e d'istinct
branches comprise
the fashion depart-
ment. These are
1i h!e dressmaking
room, the stock
rooms, the finished
wardrobe, the mil
inery shop and the
fancy costume shop.
T.he s.tock rooms
contain the materi
als to be used in
the gowns, hats etc.,
the. finishe·d ward~

robe is a long room
filled with hangers,
drawers and shelves
wherein are stored

and hung the finished 'gowns and hats
and other fashion accessories, such
as bags, shoes, furs, plumes, etc. In the
dressmaking .room are something like.
thirty or forty sewing machines oper
ated by expert seamstresses; also a num
ber ·of designers, cutters and fitters, who
carry out the instructions of Mrs. Chaffin.
the chief designer. In the millinery shop
are the designers and makers of new
styles in h~ts.Many pictures call for
fancy costumes such as for a masque ball
scene or period wardrobe. These are de
signed and made up in the fancy costume
department. All of these separate branch
es are under the. direct supervision of
Mrs. Chaffin.

For .almost ev~ry feminine principal in
nearly every picture produced, several

I
I
I
1

I
1
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gowns are necessary. This means a con
tinual production of new and original. de
signs, as no gown which has ever been
worn previously by a principal can be
worn by the same principal or any other
principal in a later picture; The gowns,
after being finished with by the princi
pals in anyone picture are remodelled and
hung in the finished wardrobe to be as
signed to extras in large ballroom and
social scenes in later pictures. But even
this stock must be disposed of after being
used only a very few times.

One of the most talked-of sales in the
history of feminine fashion waS held re
cently at the Lasky fashion department
and some three or four hundred gorgeous
creations were sold to the public at ridic
ulously cheap prices. These had been
used to their screen limit and a,lthough
still in excellent condition-some them
being almost brand new-they had to be
disposed of as they were no longer avail
able for screen use. This was a decided
proof of the practicability and genuine.
ness of the gowns which are designed and
made up for Paramount Pictures. They
could be worn in real life just as well and
were made of the most beautiful and gen
uine materials.

A further example of the genuineness
of these gowns as designed for use before
the camera is the_fabulous cost of some
of the creations of this department. A
gown worn by Gloria Swanson in her
Paramount Picture, "The Great Mo
ment," which" contained thousands of
pearls and a large strip of ermine, cost
three. thousand" dollars. Another worn
by Miss Swanson in the same picture-a
negligee of black velvet-was valued at
one thousand dollars. The Chinese cos
tumes worn by Betty Compson in her
first Paramount vehicle, from the play,
"At the End of the World," represented
an outlay of from three hundred to seven
hundred dollars each.

All designs by Mrs. Chaffin are abso
lutely original. This is the only way to
keep in advance of the style. It must be
remembered that a picture is not released
for the screen until about"five or six
months after its production. Therefore,
the styles worn by the feminine players in
the picture must be several months ahead,
so that by the time the picture is released
no worn-out styles will be seen in the
new pictures. The gowns must also be

absolutely appropriate for the character- ."
ization in the picture in question. They
must qe just as expensive or just as
plain as the occasion demands. .

Some months ago Mrs. Chaffin made a
trip to Paris, Rome and London, for the
purpose of looking over new materials
and getting new advance ideas. The
beneficial results of this trip are being
seen in the gowns which the players are
wearing in new Paramount Pictures,
'most of which gowns areof exquisite de
sign and material. While abroa·d she se
cured many accessories, the majority of
which will not be on the market- for some
months to come. One of these was a
supply of monkey fur which she ob
tained after searching London and Paris
and which is being seen as a gorgeous
coat worn by Gloria Swanson in "The
Husband's Trademark," an original pho:
toplay written by Clara Beranger.

In making a gown, Mrs. Chaffin be
gins with the materials and a dress form.
She drapes the materials about the form
until she obtains a new and striking
effect, then pins it in place and gives her
instructions to her assistants. No pattern
is made except in the case of tailored
fashions. A pattern serves to spoil the
originality of" a gown, giving it a stiff
and stereotyped appearance. The gown,
after being cut and put together, is fitted
to the player for whom it is intended, but
so efficient has become the department
that any altering is very. rarely neces
sary.

The fashion department of the studio
differs principally from any - exClusive
dressmaking establishment, only in the
amount of time used in turning out a new
creation. Where the average exclusive
shop would take a week or more, Mrs.
Chaffin and her staff will perfect a design"
and make the gown in a much shorter
time, ranging all the way from several
hours to two or three days. Speed in this
as in other <;lepartments, is essential. The
director must not be delayed by uncom
pleted gowns and they must be ready on
schedule time. At the' time this article
was written, Mrs. Chaffin had orders for
five new gowns for a well~known star,
to be worn in a new picture. The time
limit allowed her for the designing and
completion of these five new gowns was
about two days and she was just prepar-
ing to begin her work. ".

~
~
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C AREY WILSON has recently sold to
Goldwyn an original photoplay which
bears the provocative title, "Women

Love Diamonds." The story, is said to intro
duce a new idea in scenario technique: 'An
other original, "Captain Blackbird," a romance,
of the South Seas, was recently purchased by
Goldwyn from the same author, who has ar
arrived from N ew York to join their scenario
staff. Mr. Wils-on has been writing for only
a year and a half, but has already sold nine
screen 'stories.

THE Louis Burston Company, Universal
City, favor originals. Their first picture is
starring Bessie Love and Gareth Hughes. The
story is by Henry B. Symonds and John B.
Clymer.

"FIGHTIN' MAD," an original by H. H.
Van Loan, according to all reports, is going
over big. It is the story of a cowboy, Buck
McGraw, who rides like fury, fights like a
demon, and loves like blazes.

THAT there is a widespread interest 111

photoplay writing is shown by the crowded
houses which greetedH. H. Van Loan in San
D'iego, where he lectured on the principles
of writing for the, screen.

ONE OF the latest Pola Negri pictures is
"The Last Payment," a story written expressly
for this star by John Brennert and George
Jacoby. '

GEORGE FITZMAURICE will go to
Egypt for the exterior scenes of his next pic
ture, which is based on an original story by
Ouida Bergere.

WILL PAYNE'S first original story writ
ten directly for the screen has recently been
completed. It is called, "The Truthful Liar,"
and features Wanda Hawley. Mr. Payne
came to' motion pictures with the idea that
the films were not proving sufficiently attrac
tive to men; that the masculine theatergoers
craved stories with a real live business back
ground, all of which he endeavored to give
them in this story.

AN original story by Jules Furthman, call
,e'd, "In the Land of Beginning' AgaIn," is' be

, ing produced by Fox. '

"SKIN DEEP" is an original story by
Marc Edmund Jones, which has been adapted
to the screen by Lambert Hillyer. It is now
being produced at the Ince Studios.

JOSEPH Franklin Poland has written a
story for Eileen Percy, which is called "Elope
if You Must."

"PETERMAN," the first s'creen story from
the pen of America's prisoner-author, Louis
Victor Eytinge, has recently been completed
by Universal.

"TOP 0' THE MORNIN'" an original
story by Ann Caldwell, will be the next star-'
ring vehicle for Gladys Walton.

BELIEVING "Hail the Woman" to be one
of the finest examples of photoplay plot com
position and scenario construction produced
during the past year, the educational depart
ment of the Palmer Photoplay Corporation,
Los Angeles, viewed this picture for the pur
pose of studying it. The party, numbering
almost 200, included professional scenarists,
studio. editors, students of the Palmer .course,
and members of the headquarter's staff.

"THE INDIAN DRUM," by Edwin Bal
mer, is a picture on which production will soon
start at Ince Studios. Irvin Willat is writing
the scenario. The story is founded on an In
dian legend of LaKe Michigan, and is said to
very dramatic.

SOPHIE IRENE LOEB is writirtg a photo
play for Jackie Coogan.

"THE CAT THAT WALKED ALONE,"
is the intriguing title of a story by John Colton
that is being filmed by Lasky's. It was adapt
ed to the screen by Will M. Ritchey.

VIOLET CLARK has put over another
original. "Conquer the Woman" is the name
of, the story. Katherine MacDonald will star
in the picture.

FRANCES Marion wrote the script for
"The Snowshoe Trail," Jane Novak's next
starring production. The story is by Edison'
Marshall.

CECIL de Mille stated recently that after
working on' the production of "Saturday
Night," an original 'by Jean MacPherson, he

(Continued on page 40)
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The editor will be pleased, at all times, to
discuss on this page any problem which
readers of The Photodramatist may suggest
to him,

T o BE successful a photoplay must
be logical and realistic. Conse
quently, motivation is one of the

important fundamentals of screen drama.
The poorly motivated story must inevita
bly be unconvincing. The law of "cause
and effect" governs photodr.ama, just as
it governs the world at large. To para
phrase a popular advertisement, "there
must be a reason" for evefything your
characters do. It is well to remember,
how;ever~ that motivation which is
forced, or obvious, will defeat its own
-ends. Do not "drag in" incidents mere
ly to bolster up an otherwise weak sit
uation. Test each and every motivating
incident by asking yourself not,
«COULD such a thing happen?" but,
«WOULD such a thing happen?" Many
things which are possible are far from
probable.

" ~ THILE it is best, in molding screen
-. V \ characters, to exaggerate them
- slightly, ,by emphasizing cer-
tain traits upon which the drama might
depend, never lose sight of the fact that
they must appear to your audience as
human beings. Even though you select
a drab, commonplace person as your
lead, be sure to endow him with sufficient
"humanness" to make him- appear REAL
so that the spectator will be interested in
fQl10wing his career. The persons of
the play must always be interesting al
though some of them may not be unusual

"in themselves. The motion picture in
which the characters seem unreal, prod
ucts of shadowland only, will not meet
with public favor.

D ON'T throw your rejected stories
away. Oft-times., 'the discour
aged photoplay writer, following

repeated rejection of a cherished manu
script, will ·consi·gn it to the fireplace as
an impossibility upon which he wishes to
waste no more time. Granting that he
may be correct in this opinion, there is
always the chance that the discarded
scenario may contain material- which,
34

when the writer has h,ad more trammg
and experience, may be worked over and.
incorporated into a really successful
screen drama. Poor indeed is the film
story that does not possess at least one
or two valuable bits of material; and, as
often happens, there may bea "plot
germ" lurking in the .rejected filmplay
of yours which, in the 'years to come,
will well repay you for the labor spent
in revamping it.

D-EVELOP characterization, when
ever possible, by letting the ac
tions of your -char.acters themi

selves give an insight into their ideals,
general mental makeup, and attitude
toward the world at large. For ins
tance, a subtitle reading, "Hank Sloman,
brutal foreman of the Bar-X Ranch,"
will not be nearly so convincing as a
subtitle ,reading merely, "Hank Sloman,
foreman of the Bar-X Ranch," supple
mented by an opening "shot" of Hank
himself in the act of kicking a puppy
or whipping a jad.ed horse. In scenario
writing, as in other professions, it is

- the little touches that count; and some
veryeffleci:ive characterizations can _be
worked out by attention to small bits
of action by members of the cast of your
photoplay, when introduced into the
drama.

T HE wise photoplayw,right will
. make no attempt to appeal direct

ly to the emotions of his audience.
At all times, any sU'ch lappeal must be
made in'directly through the characters
of the picture itself. Let the audience
gain emotional thrill from the reaction
upon the actors of the situations in your
story, and the drama will seem more
realistic. Thrill gained by trickery
by deceiving the spe'Ctator--':"'is bound to
reflect unfavorably. The public likes to
be fooled; but does not wish to be told,
at the end of the story, that it "wasn't
true, after all." Such an impression is
bound to result, unless the spectators
follow the plot through the eyes of one
of the persons of the play.



Comment from Student Writers'
A monthly department to which 8t~dent8 are invited to contribute

"STORY" TiHE THING
By Allen Laughton

Many writers for magazines and newspaper
reporters are constantly making fun of the
ambitious student by such remarks as, "Your
chance for becoming a screen writer is practi
cally nil, for at least one half of the people in
the United States are your competitors." And
in the next paragraph they will praise a box
office production with no story merit whatever.

Skilled directors are producing such plays
because they lack a better story. The public,
however, is ,getting tired of pretty stars and is
demanding more C. Gardner Sullivans, who
write from the heart, with both eyes on the
story, oblivious to the box office, which will
take care of itself if human nature is truly por
traved.

The student should not use a mediocre play
as his model, but should analyze and detect
its weak points, that he may convert that same
weakness into a source of strength in the con
struction of his own play.

Aim high, and write a story that will stand
unassisted by renowned stars, if you expect to
walK in the sunny heights of achievement.

FACTS OR FICTION?
By Caroline Fisher Sawyer

In reading my January number of the
Photodramatist, I was struck by a paragraph
asking, "'Nhy do sO many young potential
photodramatists chose as their first effort the
story of their own lives?" 1 did not know that
this was the 'case, but I think I can shed some
light on the reason for it.
-I have read m,my articles containing advice

to young writers, and in nearly all of them
I.have found something like the following:
"Don't write about foreign countries where you
have never been. If you are rich, don't write
about the poor. If you are poor, don't write
about the rich. Stick to life, as you l:ave seen
it." .

If one took this advice literally, what would
happen? A conscientious beginner, anxious to
profit by the words of wisdom falling from
the pens of the successful, would naturally
turn to his own life and expect to reap a rare
harvest. The obvious question is: "How can
we write, if we never write about our ow·n
lives and never write about imaginative fan
cies?" These are direct contradictions. Never
the�ess' I think there is truth in both concepts;
and it s,eems to me that if we take each piece
of advice halfway we shall land somewhere.
In other words, take facts out of life to build
your story upon, but don't write a history of
your life.. Then embellish these facts with
fiction. 'Build up and round out your story
until it is a whole. Facts out of life are never,
or rarely, complete stories and can always be
improved upon. If you start out with some
thing you really know about, you are more
apt to draw your story to a logical conclusion.
But don't be afraid to change your characters
and make your situations truly dynamic.

WHY NOT NEW HORIZONS?
By Edward H. Hanigan

While watching the scene of the Argentine
dance hall as shown in Metro's "Four Horse
men," I was lifted out of the humdrum into
a foreign atmosphere. Here was a bit of life,
new, entertaining, a touch of the unusual. I
wonder how many of us Know anything of
the Argentine, save some vague school day
ideas?

Why not, when' writing, seek fresh fields?
Why not emulate in a sensible way, Kipling,
when he wrote of that new, unheard-of India
of his; or that Frenchman, who discovered in
a literary sense Siam and Japan? To blaze
new trails, gain new fields, horizons, to acquire
by every means in our power, intimate,inter
esting knowledge of strange peoples; to catch
the picturesque and mirror it on the screen.
Perhaps some of us know the every-day life
of Andalusia, Portugal, or the white man's
existence in saY,'the Andaman Isles? It is not
~o much a striving after the foreign, as a sure
to-good touch of the intimate, of things unusual
and peoples out-of-the-common. It might be
that an Old Mexico Sonora cock-pit would be
a more alluring environment for your heroine
or hero than the old seen-a-hundred-tinies
small town barn.

Of course, I know it's not feasible for any
one to become a walking encyclopaedia of
facts-which are useless! It does one little
.good to know that -Chinese coolies fight fatal
duels with their naked forefingers as stabbers;
that-perhaps-Russians take their tea out of
straws in tall glasses; or that cabs in Bom
bay have white roO.Is, or that Anne Boleyn
possessed two little fingers on her left hand!

Yet, will not a sane seeking after the out·
of-the-ordinary perhaps set one upon the
broad pathway leading to success?

THE CHEERFUL PHOTOPLAY'
By Evelyn E. Bowen

I cannot agree with the article on page
eleven of the December Photodramatist, which
states that the American love of· cheerful
photoplays with happy endings is the result
of "racial decadence" or "s·piritual coward,
ice." To my mind, it is the result of
American optimism, the modern tendency to
look persistently on the bright side of life.
I consider it a fine characteristic of the nation
-the same characteristic that won the war
and made the American people what they are
today. Is this cowardice? Rather, it is plain
common sense-the spirit of eternal youth and
hODe, without which no life can be successful.

It seems to me that the happy ending often
requires greater skill on the part of the author
than the tragic ending-. \i\Then you get your
c.haracters into a tight place, it is easy, of
course, to let them die t1}ere; but is it I!0t
cleverer,. and often just as artistic, to extricate
them?
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"Hail The Woman"
Reviewed by Mabel Odell

Comment: The story is founded upon a
compelling theme-intolerance in a narrow
minded, New England community. Its appeal
is universal, because it is a specific study of the
present day attitude toward women in such
environment. The characterizations directly
embody this thought. There is Oliver Beres
ford, himself, the stern father and husband.
He is "MAN," spelled in capitals, who by
"divine right" sits at ease in the parlor while
his wife and daughter scrub the kitchen floors.
His only joy is in his son, and his only defeat
comes when this s,on-whom he worships~

turns out to be common clay.
Judith, the daughter, tY'pifies youth and vir

tue. She can look beyond the forbidding hori
zon of Flint Hill, to "dream dreams" of bet
ter things. Fortified ·by her innocence, but
defying meaningless conventions, she defies
her father, finally, and goes forth into the
world. Her mother, wistful, weakened from
constant suppression, but inherently true, is
more to be pitied than blamed. She is the
victim of Puritan tyranny, and too old to break
the chains that bind her.

Nan, the third character, exemplifies the en
durance of woman for the sake of a loved
child. Crushed in the maelstrom of life, she
dings with grim determination to her baby,
and eventually makes the supreme sacrifice.

The son, already mentioned, is not so weaK
a character as might be thought. He, too, is
the victim of a vicious social system, and his
father's attitude is largely to blame for the
youth's outlook up'on the world.

The drama leads logically from situation to
situation, growing- in power until the climax 'is
attained. The judicious use of comedy-relief
lends to its dramatic .quality. Essentially, this
is a human story-the kind that stirs the
hearts 'Of the audience-and if· there were more
like it there would be less criticism of the
motion pictures.

Synopsis: Oliver Beresford, a pillar of the
church in the little New Hampshire village of
Flint Hill, is as harsh and unyielding as the
soil from which he sprang. Secure in his self
righteousness, he rules his household· with a
rod of irpn. His wife is a meek little soul,
absolutely under his dominance. David, his
son, on' whom his ambition centers, has possi
bilities of real manhood, but he also bows to
his father's will in all thinss and David is des
tined by his father for the foreign mission
field. Judith, his daughter, is a splendid crea
ture who longs for the education denied her
by her father because she is a woman. Her
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father has planned that she marry a well-to-do
young farmer of Flint Hill, Joe Hurd by name,
a coarse-grained, mean-souled man, whom
Judith detests. David has fallen in love and
secretly married Nan, the stepdaughter of
Flint Hill's Odd Jobs man. Her stepfather
discovers that Nan is to have a child. He
frightens her into a confession that David is'
responsible, but she does not teIl of their
mQrriage, for David has sworn her to secrecy.
The Odd Jobs man forces Nan to 'go with
him to the Beresford home and tell her story.
David keeps silent as to their marriage and
Oliver Beresford gives the Odd Jobs man one
thousand doIlats to send Nan away from
Flint Hill. Judith is horrified at this, her first
glimpse of man's terrible injustice to woman.
Wyndham Gray, a well-known playwright is
spending the summer in Flint Hill's fashion
able summer colony. He meets Judith and his
interest in her grows into an innocent friend
ship based on their love for books. Joe Hurd
seeing her leave Gray's cabin late one evening,
suspects the worst, and mad with jealousy de
nounces her to her father. Her father believes
her guilty and Judith, in a passion of resent
ment at the injustice done her, leaves her home
the next day for New York. Nan's baby boy
whom she names David, is born in New York
and Nan is forced to the streets to earn a liv
in!! for him. Her health fails and just as
she is at the end of her strength, Judith comes
upon her.

Judith on her arrival in New York, finds a
position in £ store and does well. She be
comes interested in the work of a neighbor
hood Settlement H'ouse and an errand, under
taken by her for one of the Settlement workers
on Christmas Eve brings her to Nan. Nan

. dies after telling Judith the story of her mar
riage and Judith promises to care for little
David. . In the next eighteen months, David
enters the ministry. Judith prospers. She
meets DicK Stuart in her settlement work
and they fall in love. There is a church con
ferenceof the denomination to which Oliver
Beresford belongs, held in New York. He and
David are sent as delegates and there the
ambition of his life is gratified, for David is
appoi.nted to one of the missi.on posts in ·China.
Diok Stuart's mother, an ardent 'church work
er, meets David and his father and invites
them to her home and there they are presented
to Judith who is introduced as Dick Stuart's
wife-to-be. Oliver Beresford denounces her,
denying the truthful story she has told the
Stuarts that David is her brother's child.
Judith decides she wiIl go to Flint Hill to fight
for her good name and for the infant David's
rio-ht to a name. She tells Dick Stuart that
when th'e battle is won, she will return to him.
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When she arrives, her father orders her out
of the house, but ,her mother revolts and un
expectedly takes a firm stand and, demands
that justice be done Judith an4 little David.
David is to preach' his farewell sermon that
evening and all Flint Hill has gone to church.
Mrs. Beresford follows David and his father
to church and ushers Judith and little David·
into the Beresford pew. A few moments later,
little David, unnoticed, wanders up the aisle
and up the pulpit steps. When David rises to
preach he feels a tug at his coat and looks
down into the eyes -of his little son. One
glance at Judith's face tells him what he sub
consciously knows-that the child is his son.
David lifts his son in his arms, tells his
friends and neighb-ors the truth about Nan and
himself and resigns from the ministry. Oliver
Beresford is a broken man, but through the
love of little David learns to live life on the
terms it should be lived.

Clay Dollars
Reviewed by Laura Jansen

Comment: The plot in this story is very
slight but there are many good comedy
touches that relieve an otherwise rather or
dinary story. The sequence where the pro.
hibition officer, sticks his hands in the mud,
thinking it is brew; is good. The scene where
the hero is taken to jail and the sheriff can.
I)ot find the key, is also good. Of course,
most characters are burlesqued, ;but are whole
some and entertaining and, typical of small
town life. The, titles help the story along,
since they are humorous. It is a light, enter
taining EttIe story which never strikes any
high lights and is in every way a program
picture.

Syrtopsis: When his uncle dies, Bruce Ed
wards finds that 'he is heir to several acres of
swamp lands, . Therefore he decides to visit
Pomona and investigate for himself.

. June, the pretty daughter of his uncle's old
hiend falls in love with him.

Bruce goes to work at the local hotel. He
beats Willett's son at pool and they become
'enemies, since the village Beau Brummel
wants to marry June. Bruce, with the aid of
Pete, an orphan, gets several pails of mud
from his swamps and starts to have it ana
lyzed. Squire Willetts finding that the villa
gers go often to Bruce's room, reports him. to
a prohibition officer but the latter, upon m
v:estigating, finds nothing but clay.

The Squire manages to read the telegrams
Bruce had had sent to him and 'becomes in
terested in the swamp lands. On the night
of the barn dance, he asks Bruce to come to
his office and there offers him fifteen hundred
dollars cash for the land. The village bum,
peering in, sees the Squire show Bruce the
money. The young man refuses to close the
deal, returns to the dance and proposes to
June, She accepts him,

A little later, the Squire finds his office
wrecked and the money gone. He accuses
Bruce, who is put in jail.

While he is gone,_ several men visit the
swamps and one of them, claiming that he

,is the head of a big terra cotta firm, says the'
land is worth twenty-five thousand dollars.

~Squire Willets and ,his followers have come
to the swamps as soon as they have .heard
the city men are there.

When they get hack to the villagli, they
find Bruce on the steps of the jail. Willets
offers to withdraw his charge if Bruce will ac
cept seven thousand dollars for the land., Just
then Pete brings his step-father, on whom he
has found what remains of the money after
the man has spent part of it on drink.

Bruce refuses the money but offers to trade
his uncle's farm back, insisting that the swamp
land is worthless. The deal goes through,
Bruce marries June. Willetts gets an en
gineer to work on the land and is told it is
worthless. He wants the sheriff to arrest
Bruce 'but the latter says Bruce said the land
was no good and cannot be arrested. The
train recedes, carrying the lovers away while
Willetts and his son watch it go, in hqpeless
despair that they have been foiled.

Forever
Reviewed by Elizabeth Niles

Comment: For attention to atmosphere,
artistic settings, and minute', details, combined
with wonderful acting, this picture would be
difficult to surpass. It has all the rhythm and
delicacy of a poem; it holds one as the ever
changing light in the evening sky. Y et. ~he

story, if you must push through to actuahtles,
is very conventional and slight, and enrirely
undramatic. Consequently the picture would
appeal only to that, small class among all
modern spectators, who enjoy the fanciful and
beautiful.

Synopsis: In France lived, as very congenial
neighbors, two families, l?ac~ wit~ a small
child, GoO'o the boy and Mlmsl the girl. When
Gogo's p~rents suddenly died, his uncle took
him to England to raise him as a man of the
world. The older he grew, Gogo objected
more and more' to the life his uncle wished
him to lead. Finally Gogo left his uncle's
home and went to work for himself. One

'night at the opera he saw his childhood's
sweetheart now the Duchess of Towers.
Drawn by' old memori.es he visited thei.r .old
home in France; Mimsl had also felt a .slmllar
longing and they met and renewed t~elr love.
Returning to England, Gogo one ll'1ght was
induced to enter the dressing room of a dancer
who was a flame of his uncle's. W·hen the
uncle entered, a quarrel follo~ved ~nd in the
course of it the uncle cast a slurrmg remark
about Gogo's mother. Though separated at
the time Gogo followed his uncle to his home
and the;e when the uncle was about to knife
him GoO'~ struck and killed his uncle. For this
he 'was "'imprisoned and sentenced to death.
Mlmsi, however, who W;1S by now div?rced
hom her drunken husband, secured him a
pardon and came to visit him just on.ce i~ the
prison. After that they spent their mghts
together in their dreams, visiting all 'parts of
the world and living together in their dream
palace; Then one night she was 'burned to
death in an orphanage fire. Gogo saw h~r
in his dream and tried to break out of hiS
prison, but after a 101?-g, h<l;rd struggle. ~ith
the jailers, his heart failed him and he Jomed
Mimsi in the beyond.



QUESTIOM' SWERED
,Concernin& the _ ~r!A0f Photopl~s

Q.-I cannot understand why coincidence is
not considered good dramatic material. It
seems to me Jhat things that happen unex
pectedly are dramatic.-W. B.
A-Coincidences often have the effect of
drama. When something occurs at the psy
chological moment, we are almost sure to
hear someone exclaim:, "Isn't that wonderful!
Just like a play!" But it is like a poorly con
structed play; for drama is built of logical
events that are brought about by the desires
and purposes of characters. Every step must
be preceded by a reason and followed by a log
ical result. You will see many infringements
of this rule; but if you want to write good,
strong drama, avoid "the bolts from the blue"
and have your story a well-linked chain of
events,
Q.-Will you please explain to me the ob
jection to the reminiscent form for screen
stories ?-N. T.
A-The reminiscent form destroys the illus
ion that we are looking at actual happenings.
We are seeing the events through the eyes
of the one who is recounting the story, and
we are not certain of how much of it really
happened and how much of it is the product
of the story-teller's imagination. If the rem
iniscence is only part of the screen story,
cutting into the main body, it causes a break
which weakens the dramatic structure.
Q.-I have viewed on the screen, "The Old

,Nest," "Love Never Dies" and "Lying Lips."
Each of these photoplays contains a spectac
ular scene. The first contains a head-on col
lision on a bridge and both trains fall down
a precipice. In the second, as the train was
going over a bridge, the bridge broke and the
train feU into the river below. In the third,
the steamship strikes on a mine and is sunk.
Were these spectacular scenes real? Explain
how these spectacular scenes are done.-A. S.
A.-It is possible that these scenes were
filmed from actual wrecks, but not probable.
As a general rule, train wrecks and ship
wrecks are filmed from miniature models.
By bringing the camera close to the minatures,
tbe same effect is attained as from filming
the actual wrecks, without the enormous ex
pense of demolishing real bridges, trains and,
ships. 'The process of photographing from
small models is quite complicated and space
does not permit a detailed explanation of the
same. '
Q-What do producers mean by "synopsis?"
Is there' any place where one can secure a
model synopsis ?-H. D. P.
A.-A synopsis is the story from which
a photoplay continuity is mad€. In writing a
synopsis, one sets down, in sequence, the ac
tion of the drama, together with such explan
ation regarding characters and locale as is
actually necessary. Model synopses are in
cluded in courses on scenario writing given by
some of the best correspondence schools in
photoplay writing.
Q.-Is it necessary to have literary style in
writing the detailed synopsis of a p'hotoplay?
-R. V.
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A.-Literary style is not an essential, though
it is well'to tell your story in a fashion that
will interest the reader and present the dram
atic moments in such a way as to make the
reader feel the power and strength of the
story. You must first have a _screen plot,
but instead of having it cold and lifeless,
you can give it warmth and life by a care
ful choice of words.
Q.-I have a story in which the hero works
out his destiny according to the laws of the
planets. Is this attractive and novel ?-A. T.
M.
A.-It is a bit novel, but attractive only to
those who are interested in the subject of an
individual b~ing governed by such laws. It
is lacking in universal ~peaJ. The success-

,ful photophy should deal with themes and
emotions that are fundamental, and under
stood by the great majority of the mixed
audience of the moving picture.
Q.-Does mental conflict mean the strug
gle of a character with his conscience?-
S. P. .
A:-:Not necessarily. Such a conflict is very
ddhc?lt .to convey on the 'screen, but mental
conflIct IS more' often, used to convey a battle
between' opposed minds or wills. A conflict
of ,purpose would be.mental, as distinguished
from the more phYSIcal forms of conflict.

, Q.-:-I am frequently told that the different
sItuatIOns I create are time worn and hack
neyed. How can I tell these old situations and
how can I help myself to create new ones?

M.B.
A.-This is 'l; q~estion that we are frequent

ly .asked agd It IS a common one with new
wnters, As a matter of fact, originality of
treatment seems to come with experience
more or less instinctively. There is a reaso~
!or this: The new writer is too apt to plunge
Illto a story idea that may ,qccur to..him, with
out pausing to think whether he has seen the
:,ame idea before or not. A verY,ohvious !plot
Idea naturally le'ads to the same series of sit
uations, a!l more or less alike. As an example;
take the Idea of twoo young men who work iIi
a bank,both of them in love with the presi
dent's daughter. The amateur writer lmvws
th.lt somehow or another the 'good' one must
marry the girl while the 'bad' one must not.
What then more natural than to conceive :he
idea of having the bad one rob the Ibank? To
add complications the villain alters the books
so that the blame falls on the hero. Then the
writer realizes that he has to- get the hero
cleared in some way and again what more nat
ural than to let the girl be the means of clear
ing him. This is merely a crude example to
show how an old idea is apt to lead the writer
into the same old situations. Had he paused
to think he would have seen that there are
dozens of ways that the story could have been
handled without the villain faking the entries
so that they showed, against the hero, The
trouble is that the average amateur does not
pause to think, he grasps at the obvio,us and
for this reason he produces l;1ackneyed ma
terial.



"Why, I could write a better story than that!"
Thousands say that, just as you have saidit

dozens of times

Perhaps you could

T HE motion picture industry extends a genu
ine welcome to you to try; and offers you

fame and fortune if you succeed.
The industry faces the -most serious shortage

of photoplays in its history. It needs, and will
liberally pay for, 2000 good scenarios. Not mere
ideas, not patchworks of incident and action, but
connected, workable- stories for- the screen. It is
because the studios cannot obtain sufficient good

material that so many thousands of patrons are
criticizing so many of the pictures shown.

And it may be that _you, who can tell a good
from a bad picture, can help.

"But," you say, "I am not a writer. I am only
a housewife-or a salesman"-or whatever you
are.

C. Gardner Sullivan, who started life as a
farmer boy, might have looked at it that war, too.
But he didn't. He tried; and now his income is
$2000 a week. He was not a "born" writer~ But
he discovered that he had creative imagination, a
sense of dramatic values. The rest was a simple
matter of training.

A nation-wide se~rch for story-telling ability

---------------- ------

------------------.... -------.--.---------..---------------- PD-3-22

Corporation Department of Education
1. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

NAME : __

ADDRESS ... : .. .. ___

YOU ARE INVITED T() APPLY

OUR TEST TO YOURSELF

We will gladly send you the
Palmer questionnaire upon request.
Answer, to the best of your ability,
the questions in it, and we will ten
you frankly what the record reveals
to us.

The Palmer Photoplay Corpora·
tion cannot endow you nor any
other person with creative iinagina·
tian; it cannot impart dramatic in·
sight. But if you have a natural
inclination toward these essential
elements of photoplay writing, it
can be discovered through the ques·
tionnaire; and through the Course
and Service your talent can be
trained -in the technique of scenario
writing. And it can' be done by
borne study at low cost.

You may find in yourself possi
bilities of achievement and big in
_come you never dreamed of. Will
you send the coupon below and ap
ply this fascinating test to your
self?

I PALMER PHOTOPLAY
Please send me, without

Icost or obligation on my
part, your questionnaire.
I will answer the ques-

I tions in it and return it
to you for analysis. If I
pass the test, - I am to reI ceive further information
about vour Course and

t Service~

The acquired art of fine writing
cannot be transferred to the screen.
But the native gifts, creative im.
agination and dramatic instinct
which means vivid story telling-are
tbe life and the soul of the motion
picture industry. Trained to ex
press tbemselves in the language of
the screen, these gifts are price.
less to their possessor.
THE QUESTIONNAIRE IS OUR

GUIDE
to tbe talent we seek. It was pre
pared by Prof. Malcolm MacLean,
former instructor of short-story
writing in Northwestern University,
and Mr. H. H. Van Loan, the cele
brated photoplaywright_ It is a
simple test which you may apply to
yourself, to determine whether you
have the essentials for successful
scenario writing-imagination and
dramatic insigbt. Before undertak.
ing to train applicants in the new
art of pbotoplay writing, we meas.
ure their aptitude for the work
through this questionnaire.

It is a simple test which you can
apply to yourself in your own
home.

Here and there among the -mil
lions of men and women who at
tend the picture shows the essential
talent for photoplay writing exists.
And the Palmer Photoplay Corpor
ation, with the co-operation of lead~

iog motion picture prod ucers, has
undertaken to locate it. By means
of a novel and intensely interesting
question'naire, prepared by expert
scenario writers, it is able to de
tect the latent ability in any person
who will seriously apply the test.
If the subject interests you, you
are invited to avail yourself of this
free examinatiun.

The Palmer Photoplay Corpora
tion is primarily an agency for the
sale of photoplays to producers_ Its
Department of Education is a
training school for scenario writers
-a -school tbat selects its students
through the test applied by this
questionnaire. Unless new writers
are trained there will be no scen
arios for us to sell, nor plays for
the studios to"Pr~duce.

In the three years of its exist
ence the Palmer Corporation has
trained many scenario writers and
sold many of tbeir photoplays. You
have sat spellbound in your theatre
and witnessed the work of Palmer
students which was written in farm
houses, city flats, and mining
camps.

And tbe same studios that pro
duced and paid for those pictures
have rej ected scenarios submitted
by novelists and magazine writers
whose names are known wherever
the language is spoken.



!'¥ou can make': money by Writing photoplays, stories, plays,
novels; jokes; verse" 'greeti~ card sentiments, etc.

It is noteasy-dbut it- is being done by many folks,
and you,.:an do ,it.

The Editor WeeIDy will sllow you how-tell you what and how to
write, and wb~re to sell it. '

Jack London once said: "I may not tell one-:hundredth part of what The
Editor did for me, but I can say that it taught me how to solve the
stamp and landlady problems." ,

Mary Roberts Rinehart says: "The Editor helped to start me, cheered me
when I was down, and led me in the straight path to literary succeSs."

For 27 years The Editor has been the friendly adviser of aspiring writers.
The Editor gives the following' in each weekly issue:
-names of new magazines and their manuscript requirements, and news of photoplay, novel,

essay, letter, title, short story, poetry, play and all other literary prize competitions
-news of changes in editorial requirements and other news of the week of interest to

authors who have manuscripts to sell
-articles on the technique of fiction, play and photoplay writing, and on other interesting and helpful

aspects of literary work
-autobiographical letters on the. conception, genesis, development, writing and selling of short stories,

novels, plays and photoplays by well-known authors
~scores of brief, practical "experience items," by authors, telling of the writing and selling of their

work, prices received, etc.. ..
-'-definite information regarding literary property rights, copyright, contracts for placing plays, etc.
The Editor will bring the atmosphere of literary accomplishment into your workroom, and put your feet
squarely in the path 'to literary success. Today is the day to begin your subscription.
The cost for this service is 15c a COPY-$;;.8.:.;.6~o_a~y~e;;;;ar,",,_e;;.v;.;e;;;.rY,--w"-e;.;e;;.k"-. ---;

THE EDITOR MAGAZINE,
BOOK HILL, '
HIGHLAND FALLS, N. Y.

The publishers of The Editor also publish The
Black Cat, a twice-mo'nthly magazine of short
stories, and one-act plays by authors who are try'
;ng to avoid the beaten tracks.

$.15 a copy; $2.50 a year

Gossip Street
(Continued from 1!age 33)

now prefers the original story written direct- KATHRAN Cuddy, author of many fairy
ly for the screen, in 'place of the novel or tales and stories ana plays for children, has
short story which has been adapted. come to Hollywood to study the technique ,of

"THE DESERT of the Damned," written photoplays, preparatory to placing some of
by B~rt D. Essex for the newly incorporated her'work on the screen.
Roy H. Klumb" Productions, is now being BERNARD McConville, one of. the best
filmed. known, scenario writers on the west coast, col-

MONTE Katterjohn has finished another labora'ed with Director Emmet J. Flynn in
Alaskan story. This one is named, "A Stam- the preparation of the story, "Shame," which
pede Madonna." . has recently beer. released.

The Screen Drama League
(Continued from page 8)

tel', of course, will be to get in touch with
prominent men and women and orga,nizations
in every town, and to gain their support against
any movement calculated to hamper the mo
tion picture art.

Do not delay. Jot down the ,names of those
who would make welcome members of such
a body, and form your chapter today!

"A Camera Has No Ears"
(Continued from page 27)

ing under conditions far ahead of any
that existed a few years back; we now
have every facility for lighting that was
then unknown, and many other' aids that
are 'Continually coming ,in the way of
photographic equipment that is helping
to illustrate new i'deas and old -ideas in
new ways.

SHORT STORY SERVICE
,lJoeludes eareful, eonstruetive eritieism by Carl Clausen, one of Ameriea's leading short

story writers, and helpful sug'gestions as to possible markets.
The rates are: Manuscript of less than 5,000 words, $2.00; 10,000 'Words ·or less, $3.00,

payable in advance. Enclose stamped, addressed envelope for return of lIlanuscipts.
SHORT STORY SERVICE '

544 North Hill St., Los Angeles, Cal.



Mail This Coupon T 0 DAY

Name .

Street ;' .

City Sta te .

It Takes 1000 People
To Make a Motion Picture

The effort and talent of 1000 people are fo
cussed on' the 'product of the author's brain.

An author failing to comprehend the com
plex operations of imprinting his' art on cell
uloid is like a workman ignorant of his tools.

A story begins in the brain of its creator
and ends 'on a thousand theatre screens.

It has undergone 21 processes in the mak
,ing. Do you know what these processes are?
The'relation of each operation to the other?

Many studio writers are ignorant of the
manifold phases of piCture-making.

BUT YOU NEED NOT BE'IN THE DARK!
Beginning in the May

SOBBkTUiD
MYRON ZOBEL~ pub"tl;"he19

'BEHIND THE CAMERA WITH ELINOR GLYN
By MELVIN M. RIDDLE

DESCRIBES IN SEARCHING DETAIL EVERY STEP IN THE PRODUCTION OF
\

THE BIG PARAMOUNT SPECIAL

"BEYOND THE ROCKS"

Gloria Swanson and Rudolph Valentino's Latest Picture

DIRECTED BY SAM WOOD

Do not miss the first of this most import
ant series of up-to-the-minute studio ard
cles ever published. Secure the entire series
now..

-~ ,
We are offering introductory subscrip-I---'--------------------,

tions of seven months for One Dollar. INTRODUCTORY OFFER

The regular subscription price is $2.50 a SC~i:f.L~l~,D MITlt.ll1:I~?.DG?O.
year in the United States, $3.00 in Can- HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
ada, and $3.50 foreign. At all news- Gentlemen: I enclose One Dollar for

which send me Screenland for the next
'stands the price is Twenty-five cents a seven months.
Copy. Get acquainted now. Clip the
attached coupon and enclose it with a
Dollar Bill. Your subscription will start
with the next issue. The first copy will
prove it is a dollar well spent. DON'T
WAIT.

t.
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Natll.re Revealed_By
G,reate-st Humorists

Human
A ·'merlca-s

\
THE DRAMATIC QUALITY

of ,these rema,r'kable books is
nO less powerful than the
human quality. Such men as
Willia:m Dean Howells, Henry
Ward Beecher, Mark' Twain,
Bret Harte, and Josh Billings,
told' their' lively stories with
all tIie skill of the dramatic
artist. They knew how to lead
breathless and enthusnastic,

INSPIRATION ON EVERY PAGE

City :..... State ..

Address

Nalne .. hdU.. _

, -". -'(PLEASE'WRITE-PLAINLY)

their audiences,
up to the climax.

Doubleday, Page & Co"
Dept. 673; Garden City, New York.-.....
Without money in advance, or obligation on

my part, send me the new six-volume set of
MASTERPIECES OF WIT AND HUMOR. Within
fiv:e days I will either return the books or send
you $5.00 in full payment. It is understood that
I am not obliged to keep the books if '1 am not
delighted with them. .

We Have Only a Limited Number Left--
Send for Your Set Today

Send no money. ' Just mail th'e attached cou
pon and the books will be sent by return post.
Keep them.five days~rook them over thorough
ly. If at the end 'of that time, you think that
you can not afford to be without them; if you
feel as we are sure you will, that they will not
only be a handsome edition td your library, but
also a" priceless inspiration in your daily life, a
real mental tonic, send us only $5.00 and the
set is yours.

-"- !'.

Here is a wonderfull;y
appealing array of all
so'rts ,and Kinds of
people: The Miss Malon
Ies, the Mulb'erry Sellers,
the Ezllkiel :j3iglows, the
Pecks and' the Priscillas
who live, in the pages of
M!l-sterpieces -of Wit and
Humor represent the
people who live in Am
erican homes and go to
our moving picture thea
tres, The technic of the
most skillful story tel
lers that America has
produced will be ,an in
spiration for the owner
of .these books. Scenarios
-the. keeneSt, the live
liest, the wittiest, the
most appealing created
by master minds - are
here in this six-volume
set of books, that is now
available at an unparal
leled low price.

THOMAS L, MASSON,
editor of "Life," com
piled ·this remarkable
set of books. He is, per-'
haps, the country's most
discE;rntng expert on
human nature. What
he has done is to ar
range the' crea'm of
American humor into six
readable volumes. They
are virtually American
Classics. - .

The books are of a
handy size, with large,

l- ~---! clear type-one of them

JIM SMILEY was "the dangdest feller for bet-~"'-the old New York Dutch' through "Die,drich
in'." He'd bet on anything-even offered to· Knickerbocker"-the uproa'i'.ious "Nonsense" of
bet the Parson that his wife wouldn't get Stephen Leacock. '

well. And it was through, his ,'., , -, The greatest· thing in this
love of "bettin'" that he came . country is the people, Study
to catch "Dan'l Webster" and them., Fi!,d ou't what makes them
educate him. uDan'l" was a laugh, whal: mak~s them 'cry, how
mighty good frog and could to make them wait-for'the point.
outjump any frog in Calavera'1' The genuises 01 laughter play
County. But (Ince he fell upon human" nature as a great ar-
down and his fall was enough tist plays upon a harp. These
to make angels weep. stories' reflect hu'man nature

"One _ Two _ Three-GIT!" vividly. They are a wonder-
said Jim-but something was fully keen exhibit of the
the matter with "Dan'l" He American Philosophy.
didn't "git." And then-but
to really enjoy the history of
this "notorious frog" you 'must
read it in Mark Twain's own
words.

And this is bu.t one of the
hundreds of famous stories,
poems and anecdotes' which
appear in this "unique and re
markable collection George
Ade's "Fables in Slang"-the
shrewd Celtic philosophy of
"Mr. Dooley"-the keen Yankeeisms of "Arte
mus Ward"-Washington Irving's funpoking at

From "Diedrich Knickerbocker" to "Mr. Dooley" the Only Complete
Anthology of American Humor Ever Compiled '

T HIS COMPLETE LIBRARY OF WIT AND is just the thing to carry in the pocket. The
HUMOR contains six attractive volumes of binding is of deep red cloth (very durable), .wlth
the best American h\lmor. 1,164 pages 104 handsome gold . lettering. A clear index IS ,n

r---------~-Jauthors, besides several the front of each book-not in the back of the
A Few-of the anonymous writers, 283 last volume as in so many sets-and halftone

Authors and Titles selections. No half frontispiece in sepia ink of one of our best
pages blank where a humorists.

GEORGE ADE story ends-these have
Fable of the Preacher been filled'in with point
Who Flew His Kite ed bits of humor-the
But Not Because He kind' y.ou reme'mber for
Wished ,To Do So. the club.
The Fable of the Cad,
die Who Hurt Hi.
Head While Thinking

ARTEMUS WARD
"Among The SpiTits.
The Shakers. - , ~

Mr. \Varu and the
Prince of Wales.

HENRY GUY CARLETON •
The Thompson Street
Poker Club.

F. P. DUNNE ("MR. DOOLEY")
Home Life of Geniuses.
Avarice and Generos-

. ity: '
EUGENE FIELD •
. Dibdin's Ghost.
The' Cyc1opeedy.

S. W. GILLAN
Finnigan to Flannigan.

WASHINGTON IRVING
Selection from Knick
erbocker's ~istory of
New York. '

STEPHEN LEACOCK
My Financial Career.

MARK TWAIN (Sam') Clemens)
Colonel Mulberry Sel
lers.
The Jumping Frog.

BILL NYE
A Fatal Thirst.
On Cyclones.

JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY
The Elf-Child.
A Liz-Town Ilumorist.

FRANK STOCKTON
Pomlna's Novel.
A Piece of Red Calico.
And 92 Other Great
'Vr"iters.



6 7%
reduction on
Wells' Outlineo ofHistory. And
yoU can pay for

it, i r you like, at the rate of
only a few cents a month. d
But you must reserve your •..
COpy by clipping
the coupon now
-~

fOatS' thi.s the
flood of the
'Biblical Story'

The most terrific catastrophe of ancient times
occurred twelve tholJsand years ago.

There was no Mediterranean Sea then; only a
rich and fertile valley filled with men and women
whose life seemed easy and secure.

One day, without warning, the water came. The
Atlantic Ocean bilrst its walls and swept into the
valley, engulfing the tribes. Torrents of rain from
the melting ice of the North swelled the inunda
tion.· Terror stricken men and women fled to
higher ground, but the water followed faster, and
where the peaceful' valley had been there was a
blank, silent sea and nothing more.

Did any fugitives escape this wholesale de
struction? \Vere their memories of those awful
days interwoven with the legends of the tribes to
which they fled? Was it from this that humanity
gained its story of the flood which is a part of
the sacred literature of so many lands?

" )
':'i~:.o~

'0 / I. vi'!~//. .
'",,-."~P"'.J. ;:;~. l~.,a:-

. . . ;t'l .<.::' -' '.\~'- ...
The mterestmg thmg .'" -c:. =- ~,.>.~.~

about H. G. Wells' Outline or -<,_,\....-.~
History is that it makes e'lJerything you have
ever read before more interesting and valuable to,
you. Into that master story he has woven all the
fragments of knowledge which we busy modern
folks have picked up here and there in our educa
tion and reading. All that we read in school;. all
that we read in fugitive books'; all the events of the

-day's news-these find their place and relationship
in the great story of humanity's progress, told by
the greatest modern story teller and historian.

H. G. WELLS'
"Outline of History"
,Now OFFered You at One- Third the Original Price

Perhaps you think the Roman Empire existed long ago- strea.ming in from the bindery. But we must know no'lL how
perhaps you think of the old Greek and Roman civilization many to print. We cannot supply those who come too late.
as "Ancient History. JJ As the New Republic truly says: "The Outline is too

Not a bit of it. Compared with the many centuries of big' even for publishers' superlatives." Without Sl1pe~'-
life .that Wells tells about, these empires flourished only latives, therefore. let us say very earnestly: If yoh
yesterday. Wells begins at the real beginning and down want the opportunity of examining Wells' Outline {fit'
through the centuries he carries you; upsetting fairy stories free in your own home for a .week, do not lay - 3~22

that you have heard all your life-amazing you often; this page down until you have made your reser- /P.P.M.
startling you in almost every chapter; but entertaining v.ation by clipping the coupon. , .
yOll on every page as you have never imagined that you - , R.eVle~ of
could be entertained by history. This is Wells; and we And The REVIEW of REVIEWS Too ~' ReVIew. Co.
offer hIm to you now at For Tbirty Years the Standard of Usefulness and Authority , 30 Irvmg Plo:ce

A B ., Y WOII N G 4.;' , NewY,,'C;'yargaln on 1 ever et ~aln Wh"re Wells' story leaves off, <~ Send me m, up-
HThe man. who jin£shes this volume wtll. be Qnlo the Review of Reviews tak.es up~e proval}c~argp;s paid
educated man, !uY"dJeve-:: m1£cI~. however Jlute he the recor.d !If huma.l1 achleve- ,-r li~: tr°Iiis't~~i!.s inO~I~~
kne--t.V when> he started. -BaltImore Evemng Sun. ment. ~lS IS the; history of ~ latest revised edition at

There you ha\te it in a senteDce--the reason why 250.000 men t~e past, the Revlew.of Re- 0 the special low price. Also
and women-have paid $10.50 for Wells' OuUine and felt they were VIews records and lnter· ~ enter my subscription to th~
getting it cheap. The Outline is more than a history-i.t is an prets for you the story ~ REVIEW OF REVIEWS f;'r two
education-the orderlY knowledge of human progress which men go of today. It is fitting- r.O full years, at its regular tn-o-
t.o c.--:llege four years to get-and often come away without. th3.t the two should V year price-$6.50.

Voluntarily Wells has slashed his royalties 85% and entered be joined together' -\ 'I will e-ither send yOll !)Oc in 5
into a (nltract. with the Review of Revjews by which a new edition and only by ioin- • ~ days and $1 a .month t11e1'e<1ftf'1' for
of the OutI:ne can be offered to Americans-to you-at one third ina them· ~: 9 months, or I WIll return the Wens'
the o.r.iglmol prjc.... ,... can we V History within a week, send yOIl 2l1c for

"Think of it-the original plates and illustrations; but revised by make the re-,' the first CO~y of the maga:dne delivered,
Wells· hims"·lf and printl'd in one handy thin papel' volume instead markabl~ of-, ~nd cancel thl.S o.rder. (For the more lux-
of' two., Noth 1'lg o",:tt"d; better than the original, because it has fer detaIled, unous leather bmdmg, add 3 more payments.)
been. imDI'O\C~d by Wells himself. 0 nth e .,

·There Is Just One Condition COllPon,' NAME .
below ,

Only one condition we make-that you send in your ~ ADDRESS .............................•..••

coupon at once. The presses are running, the books are ~ OCCUPATION ' .......••. > ••••••••

-iteview of Reviews Co•• 30 Irving Place, N. Y. For full cash with order, send only $8.50.



After that evening
he did not call again

-and she never' knew why

W HAT was it that changed the course of
those two lives? What had happened

that evening to make him feel that he and she
must go their separate ways alone-that they
could never be really congenial together?

Just a little thing-or rather a collection of
little things. A false note in h,er costume; a
bit of bad taste in the arrangement of the
home; an unbecoming word; a half dozen little
social crudities. lo

All little things-too little, perhaps, to inflll
ence a life decision. Yet as the evening wore
on he understood that he and she belonged to
different worlds. They were separated by a
m~ss of little things she lacked; that inde
finable but all-important gift which wise men
and women call' Culture.

The Secret of Happiness and Success
Let a man and a women be truly cultured and they

will find bappiness even on a desert island. But if one
has culture and the other lacks it, true bappiness will
never be theirs, even though the luxury of a palace sur
rounds them.

What is culture? Is there any mystery about it?
Not at all.
It is the secret of. knowing how to do and say the

right thing at the right time and place always. It i. the
gift of being able always to put one's best foot forward;
of being i udged by other men and women by one's best
instead of one's worst.

It is the gift of social grace and charm that makes
cultivated men congenial companions; that causes a
roomful of people to give a look of involuntary admira~

tion when one woman enters the door.
Culture is a mass of "little things." And the little

things can be learned. '- There is no secret of happil'less
and success that cannot be, yours-almost for the asking.

c- What the Society Gives You
There is nothing technical or ,hard about the confi

dential course in Correct Social Manners which the So·
ciety sends you-in a plain wrapper. It teaches in very
simple, interesting language the "little thing~'! on which
so much of business and social success depends. Little
things of dress, of manner, of speech, of home arrange
ment,. of business eitquette.

'Nb" matter what has been your' opportunity in the way
of birth or breeding, this course can be of great help to
you. Indeed, even those with an environment of refine-

Give Yourself This One Minute Tes.t__

Three out of the six situations described below are
right. Three are wrong. See if you can tell which
are wrong. All, and many more, are answr.red in the
course in Correct Social Manners.

. 1. One woman eats asparagus with her fingers.
Another eats it with her fork. Which is correct?
Wbich is incorrect?

-2. A man says, "Mr. Brown, I'm pleased to meet
you." Would you say that upon being introduced?

3. A man, leaving his calling card 'at an apart
ment, drops it in an envelope before putting it in
the letter box. Is that proper nowadays?

4. Is it good form for a woman to dress to look
as young as her daughter?

5. When shaking hands ~ith your glove on is it
proper to say, "Excuse my glove?"

6. The head waiter of a restaurant leads a couple
to a table. The man graciou.ly lets the woman pre
cede him. Should he have done so?

ment since childhood, have subscribed for this course,
: finding it the one thirig of its kind adaptable to their
.needs.

You'll find this course the most fascinating you ever
read. 361 chapters in all, fully indexed for quick refer
ence. A book you'l1 refer to often, answering hundreds
of questions you'll ask all through life, each one dealt
with clearly, concisely and authoritatively.

For the Cost of Candy or a Few
Cigars-$1.97

The cost involved is almost too small to mention. The
Society is not composed of snobs; money is not the
Open ,Sesame to its membership. The cost of the So
ciety's complete course in Correct Social. 14anners js
only the cost of a box of candy-the pnce of a few
cigars~$1.97. So fill in and mail the coupon today,

Are you one who is dissatisfied with the present and
looks forward and up? If you are, we invite you to clip
the coupQn. Y@u incur no obligation. You will knoW.J·
after examining the Society's course whether you belong.
with us or not. .

No Money in Advance
Send us no money-only the coupon below, When ,the

. postman delivers the .complete course-Correct Social
Nfanners-to your address (in a plain container), you
arrange to pay him $1.97 (plus postage), in full pay
ment and the course becomes your property.

If, after 5 days you feel that the course cannot be of
help to you, return the package and we will refund your
money. .

We invite you now to clip the coupon, which is the
fi[-st step toward studying this remarkable course of The
American Society of Culture-Society of Victors. Don't
delay! Do it now.

The American Society of Culture, Inc.
799 Broadway, INew York City

This course will be mailed in a plain container.

1-------
COUPON

I The American Society of Culture, Ltd.,
Dept. El, 799 Broadway, New York City.

Please 'send me, without cash in -advance, in plain
container, your complete course in 30 lessons, "Cor_
rect Social Manners." I will pay the postman only
$1.97 (plus postage) in full payment on arrival. If,
after 5 days, I am not satisfied, I agree to return the
course and you will refund my money.

Name

Address
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